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Standardized exams
proposed by faculty
by Bob Ellis
editorial editor

Downtown traffic becomes congested at rush hour.

Brian Arldt/staft photographer

Traffic study reveals problems
by Matt DeBord
staff writer
Plans for upgrading congested
area highways are being discussed
by the South Carolina Highway
Department, campus master planner Mark Wright said.
Wright said the Highway Department has plans to widen
Highway 93 between Central and
U.S. Highway 123. "The plans
have been delayed until the
University has more input,"
Wright said.
He said plans also exist to extend Newman Road, located near
Thornhill Village, to Perimeter
Road. "This could be done to
divert as much traffic as possible
into parking lots on the east
side," Wright said. "However,
details haven't all been worked
out yet."
The Highway Department also
has plans to widen U.S. 76 from
Highway 93 to U.S. 123. A segment of Highway 93 from U.S.
123 to U.S. 76 is being held up
due to construction complications. The Highway Department
is working on interchanges off
U.S. 76 to Highway 93.

The Highway Department also
plans to widen Highway 133 (College Ave.) from U.S. 123 to the
first bridge over Lake Hartwell.
Wright said that if College
Ave. was to be widened, the
Highway Department would
have to eliminate some of the
parking area near campus. This
elimination would allow more
traffic to flow through the intersection per light change. "But
the merchants don't want to lose
the parking," Wright said. "And
they have a legitimate claim—the
street parking is better for people
who shop downtown."
Wright emphasized that any
plans for modification of the road
systems around Clemson are in
very preliminary stages. He had
no knowledge of actual time factors involved or even of rough
cost estimates. "I'm trying to
look at the entire picture, what's
best for the city and the University in a road-improvement
plan," Wright said. "But the
Highway Department is looking
more at things like flow and
operation."
Wright mentioned a more immediate plan to develop an areawide transportation system. A

Trustee positions open;
six candidates apply
by Bob Ellis
editorial editor
Six candidates are seeking
three of the elected seats on the
Board of Trustees in April elections, said chairman Louis Batson
of Greenville.
Incumbents William Amick
of Batesburg, John J. Britton
of Sumter, and William Geiger, Jr.
of Columbia and three other
South Carolinians are running
for the seats, Batson said.
The other candidates are
Marion Smith of Columbia,
Charlie Till of Ruffin, and Allen
Wood of Florence, Batson said.

"The only people who vote in
the trustee elections are
members of the state House of
Representatives and Senate,"
Batson said. "The general
public or alumni can't vote.
"The candidates do not run
against each other for the three
at-large seats," he said. "And
the three who receive the majority of votes win the seats."
Candidates must campaign
the state representatives to get
commitments for support, Batson
said.
"Those elected must be able
to give plenty of time to the
See Board, page 10

City of Clemson-Clemson University Advisory Committee was
appointed by acting President
Walter Cox and Clemson Mayor
Larry Abernathy. A task force of
the committee was in turn
appointed to develop an areawide transportation plan. The
purpose of such a plan is to coordinate transportation and road
development between the city
and the University.
In general, downtown merchants don't favor the elimination of parking along the sides of
College Ave. as a result of widening the road. A representative of
Mr. Knickerbocker's said eliminating street parking was a bad
idea because shoppers would
have further to walk. She felt
that loss of the parking would affect their business adversely.
An employee of the Tiger
Sports Shop also felt that changing the parking scheme would affect business in a bad way. "I've
heard of several plans—to put in
diagonal parking, make the
whole street one-way, put in a
parking lot," she said. "But all
these plans would definitely cut
into our business."

A proposal that all students
must take standardized final examinations has been made by
faculty officials, scheduling coordinator David Fleming said.
"A letter from officials in the
College of Engineering and the
department of mathematical
sciences was sent to Provost
David Maxwell," Fleming said.
"The officials proposed having
common exams, meaning that
the same tests would be given at
the same time for individual
classes."
Maxwell had no objections to
the proposal as long as the
scheduling office researched the
idea first, Fleming said.
"We evaluated the possibility
of having the common exams in
terms of the number of scheduling problems students would
•>have," he said. "We decided to
take six classes and determine
how a common exam schedule
would work.
"Last semester, there were 279
students with three exams consecutively," Fleming said.
"Under a common exam schedule, there would be 711 students
with three consecutive exams.
"Also, last semester, there
were 293 students with four of
their six exams scheduled in two
days. Under a common exam
schedule, there would be 576."
A suggestion was made by the
Deans' Committee to shorten
exams from the present three
hours to two hours, Fleming said.
This would allow an increase in
the number of exams given each
day.
"We're still investigating the
suggestions to shorten the exam
period and increase the daily
number," he said. "We're looking
at the possibility of having four
exams per day."
"The move from the present
system to the common exam system would seem to require a

change from a three-hour exam
period to a two-hour exam
period," said Robert Waller, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts.
"The Faculty Advisory Council for the College of Liberal Arts
is not very enthusiastic about
the time change aspect," he said.
"We feel that the students need
three hours to organize thenthoughts on exams. So, the
Faculty Advisory Council, which
represents the College of Liberal
Arts, is not in favor of common
exams."
"As it is now, Clemson has one
of the best exam schedules in the
country for its students," Fleming said. "We polled 172 schools
in the Southern Association
about their exam scheules."
"At several schools, the exam
schedule is published before registration. So once you sign up for
your classes, you are stuck with
that exam schedule," Fleming
said.
"A common exam schedule is
desirable, but it doesn't look like
we will have one this semester,"
said Henry Vogel, dean of the
College of Sciences. "There are a
lot of complications with the
system, but I think we will eventually do something in that directin—maybe next year."
The scheduling office has suggested building a data bank of
exam questions and allowing a
computer to select the questions
for individual exams from this
data bank, Fleming said.
"We want the departments to
put time and effort into building
a data bank for exams," he said.
"The Deans' Committee is considering the data bank if there is
no other alternative.
"Any change in the exam
schedule without proper consideration may result in more
problems for students and professors," Fleming said. "Clemson students have it a lot nicer
than students at most other
schools."

Faculty says manual disregarded
by Mark Schoen
staff writer
The Faculty Senate meeting
Tuesday was highlighted by
discussion concerning what the
senate called disregard for
guidelines set forth in the Faculty
Manual pertaining to the University president selection process.
A senate resolution states that
the Board "has unilaterally
abrogated the Faculty Manual
by circumventing established
policies regarding the selection of
the University president in
naming interim President Cox as
the 10th president of the University."
According to the Faculty
Manual, the Board of Trustees is

to elect the University president
with consultation from two committees. The Screening Committee, comprised of the Faculty
Senate president, the extension
senate president, and one senior
faculty member, is responsible
for developing a list of candidates and submitting this list
to the Selection Committee.
The Selection Committee,
which is comprised of three
trustees, the president of the
Faculty Senate, and the president
of the student body, reviews this
list and then makes further
recommendations to the full
Board of Trustees. The Board
then elects the University president.
Neither the Screening Commit-

tee nor the Selection Committee
were consulted when the Board
of Trustees bestowed the title of
10th University president upon
interim President Walter Cox.
Louis Batson, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, does not feel
the situation was mishandled by
the board in any way. All 13
members of the Board voted to
name Cox the 10th president of
the University.
"The Board is the policymaking body of the University,"
Batson said.
The Faculty Senate resolution
also denounces the Board's
designation of former President
Atchley's separation from the
See Faculty, page 11
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Building construction to be completed in May
by Tonji Durant
staff writer
The completion date for the
new chemistry building has been
set for early May. Construction
costs for the building have been
estimated at $12 million.
Begun in August 1984, coit
struction of the new chemistry
building has undergone several
delays due to weather changes.
However, in July the chemistry
department administrators will
begin the moving process from
Brackett Hall to the new chemistry building. Next fall chemistry
students will be able to use the
new four story chemistry
building and its facilities.
The building, was designed by
O'Dell and Associates, an
architecture firm located in
Charlotte, N.C.
Each of the floors will be
equiped to handle specific
sections of the chemistry department. The first floor will be used
by those students enrolled in 100
level courses and for laboratory
sections. The second floor was
designed for analytical and
physical chemistry courses and
projects.
The third floor will be used as
an organic chemistry department

Bryan Fortune/head photographer

Construction is still underway on the new chemistry building.
and the fourth floor will contain a
research department. Also located
in the building will be a resource

learning center similar to the one
The main building has only two
located in Brackett Hall and classrooms. One room will seat
various administrative offices.
25 and the other will seat 50

Forestry professor recognized
Researchers at the University
have discovered a new, highly
selective method of fluorinating
organic compounds that could
speed the development of medical and agricultural products.
Darryl DesMarteau, head of
the chemistry and geology
department at the University
and an internationally recognized expert in fluorine
chemistry, has found a way to
partially fluorinate certain
organic compounds, possibly
eliminating a major limitation of
fluorination in -the pharmaceuticals industry. His process is being submitted for patenting and
licensing by the Research Corporation of Tucson, Ariz.
"Fluorine drastically changes
the properties of compounds, and
its presence often leads to the
development of materials that
wouldn't exist otherwise,"
DesMarteau says, citing examples
ranging from an insulating gas
used in transformers and a
fluorinated uranium used in
nuclear power generation to more
familiar products such as Teflon
and Scotchgard, both created
through fluorination.
But the fluoro-chemicals industry has had its limitations:
Partial fluorination, or substitut-

Darryl DesMarteau
ing for one atom of hydrogen
while leaving the others intact, is
a multi-step, uncertain process
that requires using unstable compounds that are difficult to work
with. It takes special equipment,
low temperatures and careful
handling, and even then the final
product may be contaminated
with impurities that are costly
to remove.
DesMarteau's discovery has
drawn the attention of Research
Corporation, a nonprofit foundation dedicated to pursuing pa-

tent and marketing rights for colleges and other public agencies.
"Patenting is an expensive and
time-consuming process, and
most universities can't afford it
on their own," DesMarteau says.
"It's an encouraging sign that
they're interested; the corporation receives submissions from
more than 300 colleges and
universities, and they only pursue the ones that they're pretty
sure will sell."
DesMarteau, winner of the
1983 American Chemistry Society Award for Creative Work in
Fluorine Chemistry and the 1985
Clemson Alumni Outstanding
Researcher Award, has received
more than $1 million in research
grants since coming to Clemson
in 1982.
The grants, from the National
Science Foundation, Department
of Defense, U.S. Army Research
Office, Gas Research Institute
and industry, have been to
support basic research on the
synthesis of new fluorinated
materials.
DesMarteau's discovery was a
result of research being conducted under National Science
Foundation funding, and a new
$200,000 grant will support continued research in this area.

students. The 100 level lecture
sections will be held in the large
rectangular auditorium located
just off the main building.
Because of the large number of
students enrolled in 100 level
chemistry classes, from 1200 to
1800 students each year, a number of the chemistry courses will
be taught in various buildings.
"The chemistry department
wants to provide chemistry
students with an opportunity to
conduct excellent research in a
first class building," says
Dr. Darryl D. DesMarteau, head
of the chemistry department.
"The building is to be used for
undergraduate studies, teaching,
and research development."
The chemistry building hopes
to gain some additional funding
from both the University and
private sources. This additional
funding will be used to equip the
laboratories and research areas
and also to equip a remote
computer center with at least
forty terminals.
The University development
office is heading a campaign to<
modernize teaching facilities in
the chemistry department. All
donations are appreciated. For
more information call the
development office at 656-2121.

V

Visitation bill endorsed
by James Hennessey
interim assistant news editor
Director of Housing Almeda
Rogers has endorsed the Student
Senate's resolution to extend
weeknight visitation hours to
1 a.m., Senate President Fred
Richey said at Monday's senate
meeting.

Student Senate
The resolution will now be sent
to Vice President for Student Affairs Manning Lomax for final
approval.
"We (housing and the senate]
still must talk more about the
weekend visitation extension and
the bill to allow individual dorms
to extend their own hours,"
Richey said.
Food and Health Committee
Chairperson Wayne Brown told
the senate that the planned
multi-million dollar renovation of
Harcombe Dining Hall has been
"put on hold indefinately
because of the incoming President and budget consideration.
"The reroofing of Harcombe,
originally planned for this summer. has been postponed untj|

next year because ARA doesn't
feel it is a pressing problem,"
Brown said.
The Traffic and Grounds Committee is looking into the University's "random towing policy,"
said Mildred Alice West, committee chairperson.
"The University can tow
anyone at anytime," she said.
"There are no standards for
towable offenses: one day you
can be charged $30 and towed,
and the next day you'll just be
given a ticket for $10."
Fred Richey announced his appointments to an ad-hoc committee to investigate restructuring
Student Government. The members are Ronnie Sluter (committee chairperson), Larry Welborn,
Scott Kerr, Chad Brendle, Mary
Anne Bolchoz, Rob Franklin,
Jeff Holt, Gwen Knighton, and
William McGill. Fred Richey will
serve on the committee as a nonvoting member.
The senate also made five
emergency appointments to Student Court. Kathy Durant was
appointed chief justice of the
Supreme Court. Keith Marcus
and Ken Rolland were also
named to the high court. George
Kennedy and Doug Stalnaker
were appointed to trial courts.

Close friends not always two-legged variety
One of my closest friends is dy
ing and I don't know how to nan
die it.

ON THE LINE

Kim Norton
Interim News Editor
My friend is my 13-year-old
dachshund, Lady. I found out the
other day that she will probably
have to be put to sleep soon. The
medical reasons for having this
done may be justified, but the
feelings of grief are not lessened
by that knowledge.
Because my family loves Lady
so much, we cannot stand to see
her suffer. Once a spunky little
ball of fur, she is now confined to

a body that is slowly deteriorating. Her eyes show the depth of
her suffering. As the old saying
goes: "The eyes are the mirrors
of the soul."
Some breeds of dogs can be
characterized by their eyes.
Cocker spaniels have "dancing
eyes." Their mischievous nature
is apparent in their wide-eyea appearance. On the other hand, St.
Bernards have rather droopy
eyes. Their clumsy expression
makes them look as if they have
been hitting the brandy they supposedly carry in the barrel under
their chins.
Pets add a lot to our lives.
They provide entertainment,
companionship, and security.
They sometimes even provide
warmth on a cold night when a
small furry body is better than

an electric blanket.
Losing Lady, or at least the
young and spry verison of my
dog, has made me realize the full
extent to which people become
attached to their pets. I know
I'm not the only person who sees
a pet as a friend.
My dad is not one to show emotion. He didn't even cry at his
own father's funeral. But when
our other dachshund, Princie,
died, my dad let down his guard
and openly cried in front of me
for the first time. That's how
much that dog meant to him.
There's just something about
animals which most people can't
resist.
Maybe it's their helplessness
that makes them so attractive.
The maternal/paternal instinct in
most of us is what brings our pro-

tectiveness to pets to light.
There are instances where people
tend to go a little overboard in
the extra-special treatment of
their pet. I have been a perpetrator of such acts many times
myself.
The reclining chair in the den
at my house is the favorite TV
watching spot for all family
members —including Lady.
Many times has someone had to
scoot over to make room for
Lady to squeeze into her little
niche. To be only approximately
a foot long and seven inches
wide, she sure manages to take
up a lot of room in the chair.
Guests in our house often comment on Lady's influence over
the rest of the household. If Lady
decides that dog food doesn't
suit her fancy, Mom has been

known to fix her everything from
scrambled eggs to a t-bone steak.
Nothing is too good for "the
pooch."
But now she refuses to eat
anything. She just sleeps in her
bed, wrapped up in a blanket like
a mummy, refusing to socialize
with anyone.
Maybe people do get too emotionally attached to animals. All
I know is that it hurts me to see
Lady so miserable and despondent. She looks like an elderly
person in a nusring home just
waiting to pass on into the next
world.
I'm losing a dear friend, a pal,
and a companion. Lady is slowly
slipping away from my grasp.
Soon she will be gone forever in
body . . . but never in spirit.
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Speaking Out
by Joe DeFoor
staff writer
^Qr uestion: Do you think College Avenue should be left as a two
lane road with parking on the side or have the road widened and
eliminate parking?

I think it should be left as it is because
pedestrians would have a hard time
crossing it, especially after happy hour.
It would also take away from the
already limited parking.

icoimoiciioi
Eric Freshwater/staff
photographer
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Darlene Clark-Hine spoke in Tillman Hall as part of Black History Month
Robert Morse

Woman speaks on blacks in law
by Eleanor Dreher
staff writer
Purdue University professor
Darlene Clark-Hine spoke in
Tillman Auditorium Monday
night as part of National Black
History Month. Her topic was
the rise of blacks in the learned
professions, focusing on law.
Clark-Hine discussed three
lawyers—Charles H. Houston,
William H. Hasty, and Thurgood
Marshall—and their roles as
outstanding black attorneys.
To support her topic, the
speaker traced the history of
blacks in the 1930s and '40s.
Clark-Hine said it's often forgotten that this time period laid the
groundwork for the civil rights
movement and the crusades of
such leaders as Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Clark-Hine saw the right to
vote as the key to success for the
blacks of America and traced the
steps from disfranchisement to
when suffrage was achieved.

She pointed out that most people appreciate the significance of
the 14th and 15th Amendments
and the Brown v. Board of
Education decision, but many
aren't aware of the Smith v.
Alright case which, she said, is of
vital importance. In this case,
the Supreme Court outlawed the
white primary, which was one of
the major remaining successful
tools for keeping blacks from
voting. The three black lawyers
whom Clark-Hine discussed were
the ones who successfully fought
and won the case.
Houston, Hasty, and Marshall
founded the National Bar Association for black attorneys.
Houston was known for making
a living laboratory of civil rights
at Howard Law School and his
role as special counselor for the
NAACP.
Hasty saw lawyers as "social
engineers" and he idolized
Houston. Hasty was known in
his own right for bringing his
students to the real courtroom

BEER or WINE
AVAILABLE
FAST FREE
DELIVERY

for observation and study of
cases.
Thurgood Marshall was known
for his drama, flair, and personal
dynamism as well as his ongoing
struggle to break the mold of the
stereotypical black.
After the discussion ClarkHine answered questions from
the audience.
Dr. Clark-Hine got her
Bachelor of Arts degree in
history from Roosevelt College
and her Doctor of Philosophy
degree from Pennsylvania State
University.
She is now vice provost at Purdue University in West
Lafeyette, Indiana. She has
given talks at many other colleges and universities including
Harvard, University of Connecticut, and University of Virginia.
She once taught at South
Carolina State College in
Orangeburg. Her books include
Afro-American History Past and
Present, which is scheduled to be
publised in spring of 1986.

No, I don't think it should be widened
because there is probably only an hour
or so that traffic is heavy enough so that
it would be worth it. Also there would be
no place for parking for the businesses
already there.
Craig Russell

If anything, there should be more
parking because the parking is limited
right now.
Eric Martin

I think it should be left the way it is,
because during the weekends people
need places to park to go to Tiger Town.
If they park far away, they won't be able
to find their cars.
Debbie Berlingo

A<ftvl>0LIS
HOURS:

PIZZERIA

11:00A.M.— 2:00A.M.
7 DAYS

j 654-5008
Any Large Pizza $2.00 OFF — 16"
Any Small Pizza $1.00 OFF — 8"
Dine In, Any Large Pizza — 16"
FREE PITCHER of Beer or Coke
Any Large Pizza to Go 2-Liter Coke FREE
Try Our Fine Grecian CuisineSpecialty Dinners—Souvlaki Platter
and Gyros Platter
Also Choose From 16 Different Hot Oven Submarine Sandwiches,
Delicious Italian Dinners, and the Best Antipasto
and Greek Salads in Town!
Feta Cheese and Greek Olives Available by the Pound
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Standardization ?

A

The idea sounds just a bit Orwellian. Imagine what
would happen if professors were denied of their academic
freedoms in the classroom. Imagine professors being
forced to teach the same concepts in exactly the same
ways.
Why would professors be denied of their academic
freedoms? The reason is simple; standardized final
examinations.
The Deans' Committee proposed a system of common
examinations, says David Fleming, scheduling
coordinator. The reason for the proposal is to make exams
"fair" for students.
Granted, a student would no longer have the
complaint of one class sections' exam being easier than
his. At least at first glance it seems like the complaint
would be void.
However, what if the professors did not stress the
same information? No amount of standardization can
make that situtation fair.
The point is that if exams are standardized, then
classes, too, must be standardized. Standardizing
examinations would be like handing professors lesson
plans for their classes. All of the professors' freedoms
would be lost.
Academic freedom is not the only thing that would be
lost, though. Fleming says that to arrange a schedule for
common examinations, it would be necessary to cut
examination time from three hours to two hours.
Cutting the examination time by one-third is unfair to
the students and an insult to the professors. To assume
that an exam that can be finished in two hours
thoroughly tests a student's knowledge suggests what
takes a semester to teach could really be taught in two
months.
Not only would the exam time be cut, but the number
of exams given daily would likely increase. Rather than
having three exams scheduled for one day, four exams
would be scheduled.
Fleming said 279 people had the problem of three
exams consecutively last semester. He estimates that the
number would increase to 711, if the plan is adopted.
Also last semester, 293 people had rour out ot six of
their exams in two days. With a common examination
system, an estimated 570 students would have this
problem, Fleming says.
Though the proposal for common exams will not be
followed through this semester, the possibility still exists
for the future.
For a proposal based on the premise of fairness, there
is little fairness in a standardized exam system. The
quality of our education would likely suffer in a generic
classroom situation.
But not only students should think twice about the
proposal. The faculty, too, should not allow its academic
freedoms to be usurped.
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Looking back
f

R.C. and Moon Pie* Edwards

On a hill a little past the
Clemson House lies the
mansion residence of Robert
and Louise Edwards. The
home is modeled after
Clemson's president's house,
the house the Edwards lived
in during his presidency of
more than 20 years, longer
than anyone's ever served.

that he was lucky to serve
Clemson when he did.
"There isn't anything that
could have happened to me
in my lifetime any better as
having been privileged
enough to watch this
institution develop," he said
Wednesday. "I've said this
many times . . . this
institution means more to
me than life itself."
Many events and changes
Foster Senn occurred during Edwards' 23
years as he served as a vice
Editor in Chief
president, then interim
president, then president. He
says the most significant
Edwards retired in 1979 at
things to happen while he
65. Bill Atchley came after
was at the University
him; Walter Cox is president
included persuading the
now, and Max Lennon will
Army Corps of Engineers to
take over next month.
build dikes to save the
,
Lennon will be Clemson's
University
when
Lake
11th president; Edwards was
Hartwell was built.
the eighth. If Lennon can
Edwards says that the
enjoy just a portion of the
integration of Clemson with
popularity Edwards had, he
will at least be successful in the admission of the first
black student, Harvey
that regard.
Gantt, in 1963 was another
Edwards, of course, is
significant
event.
retired now. He recently
"Only a few months before
finished his job as chairman
Harvey Gantt came, blood
of the Textile Hall
was
shed at Oxford, Miss,
Corporation, and he is •
[over
the admission of a
ending his stints as a board
member of both Duke Power black student to a previously
white college]. There were
and Dan River.
200 media representatives
He had a cataract
determined
Clemson was
operation Dec. 31. The
going
to
spill
blood all over
operation took only
the
place,"
Edwards
said.
30 minutes he says, and it
"The fact is, the integration
"was absolutely no
of Clemson was handled so
problem."
successfuly it's been
Edwards said this week

considered by many to be an
important milestone, and
it is."
Edwards says another
more significant event was
an event during the 60s that
didn't happen at Clemson:
"the fact we had no violence
on campus during all that
was going on," he said. "At
a time when students were
taking over administration
buildings, students were
coming over to the house to
visit. Nobody should be able
to get better support than
that."
Edwards says that the
University's mission must be
"that programs in teaching,
service, and research are
carefully designed to prepare
for the future, the 21st
century, and that graduates
of the institution be able
to contribute to society as
graduates have done in the
past." That's the task for
Lennon, he says. Edwards
says he will make it "my
business to respond to him
[Lennon] in whatever manner
he desires."
His retirement, of course,
has not been without some
fond reminiscing. "What I
miss most of all is the
contact with the students,"
he says. "We were R.C. and
Moon Pie," says Edwards,
recalling the students'
nicknames for himself and
his wife.
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Opinion
Guest commentary

Tillman: leader of populist movement
Editor's note: This column is about
Ben Tillman, one of the instrumental
forces in the formation of Clemson
University. He was a governor of South
Carolina, a U. S. senator, a Clemson
trustee from 1888 to 1918 and the man
for whom Tillman Hall is named.
The article is reprinted by permission
from The State newspaper.
by Robert Pierce
associate editor, The State
A peaceful revolution that changed the
course of South Carolina history can be
traced to a hot summer day 100 years
ago in an unlikely setting: the
courthouse at Benriettsville.
A dull meeting of the state Grange
and the State Agricultural and
Mechanical Society had droned on for a
day on Aug. 5, 1885, with reading of a
series of essays on improving
agricultural practices.
But on the second day, a one-eyed
farmer from Edgefield County shuffled
to the stage. Prom the podium, his voice
rasping and high-pitched, he launched
the most far-reaching political
transformation in the state since
Reconstruction.
It was no polite speech. The
"gentleman farmers" sat stunned, as
Benjamin Ryan Tillman ignored "the
alleged achievements of the past and the
rosy hopes of the future." Instead, he
focused on collapsing farm prices, the
oppressive credit system and the
agriculture department of South
Carolina College, which he called "a sop
to Cerberus, a bribe to maintain the
support of the farmers in the
Legislature." The farmers, said Tillman,
were "poorer than they were 15 years

ago."
Ben Tillman was no ordinary farmer.
His biographer, Francis Butler Simkins,
described his "gleaming single eye, the
empty left socket above a pudgy cheek,
the dark skin, the high cheek bones, the
snarling mouth, the great flat head
covered with a thick growth of short
tousled hair." They "created an aspect
as sinister as it was arresting."
"I am a rude man and don't care,"
Tillman explained of his conspicuous
untidiness, his firm mouth and chin
suggesting intellect and strong will.
His speech was a long and rambling
discourse, spiked with dry humor and
"full of hard sense, keen satire, and good
humored badinage," as one newspaper
correspondent put it.
Tillman, his appearance mixing the

plain and the uncouth, read his paper
haltingly in a tone that combined
shrillness and loudness. The manuscript
was studded with references from his
home reading of English classics.
He drew a gloomy picture. "The yoke
of the credit system that used to gall no
longer frets," he said, noting that "the
decay of that sturdy independence of
character, which was so marked in our
people, is rapid and the lazy 'descent
into hell' is facilitated by the state
government, which has encouraged this
reliance oh others . . . The people have
been hoodwinked by demagogues and
lawyers in the pay of finance." Sound
familiar?
Tillman was later rebuffed by the
"planters," but he drew "prolonged
applause from the non-voting, tobaccochewing farmers sitting behind the rail."
After his speech, Tillman offered
several resolutions. He called for the
agricultural societies to request the
Legislature to compel the trustees of the
South Carolina College (University) to
execute "in good faith" the federal laws
granting funds for agricultural
education. He asked money for ah
agricultural research and to help hold
farmers' institutes. He asked that the
State Board of Agriculture be enlarged
by adding a farmer from each
congressional district. His indignant
hosts killed four of his five resolutions.
But he had become the champion of
the discontented.
Tillman's rambling speech awakened
old patterns of animosity and spawned
new ones. It gave formal birth to a
struggle that pitted class against class,
Lowcountry against Upcountry,
businessman against farmer.

As one author noted, it was a struggle
of scientific humanism against
fundamentalism, of paternalistic
protection for the black against his
social and economic ostracism.
Tillman's specific target was the
leadership of the Bourbons or
Redeemers, a group led by Gen. Wade
Hampton. Their objective had been to
restore native white and upper-class
rule. After the horrors of
Reconstruction, they wanted to bolster
the economy by infusing commerce and
industry and by replacing the slavery
system with paternalism. They hoped to
retain the old antebellum values while
rebuilding a New South.But the Agrarian Revolution swept
out the old order and raced toward
climaxes in 1890, when Tillman was
elected governor, and 1895, when he was
the master re fashioner of the state's
Constitution. Thus did this "simon-pure
farmer" wrest control of the state from
Wade Hampton and the Bourbons and
give it to himself and his farmer friends.
That Bennettsville courthouse speech
provided the major impetus for the
beginning of the crusade. By the 20th
Century, Tillmanism had virtually spent
itself and the career of Tillman himself
was largely anticlimactic after he was
elected to the [U.S.] Senate in 1896 until
his death 22 years later.
Today, many of the "isms" that then
marked politics have gradually
disappeared from South Carolina
political life. Blacks have won back the
rights-they held during Reconstruction.
Political jobs are open to everybody, and
regionalism has greatly lessened.
A hundred years later, only a few
scars remain.
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Column 'conscience-soothing defense of apathy
Bob Ellis' article, "How will
we be remembered?," is a
conscience-soothing defense of
the apathy that pervades
society.
First of all, "our
predecessors" were not
reactionaries. (Reactionaries are
extremely conservative and
resist change. Perhaps
revolutionaries is a more
appropriate term.) Mr. Ellis is
thankful that we don't "march
for every cause that comes
along," as they did. He must be
unthankful for the results of the
marches of the 60s. Those
activists instigated human
rights improvements and
heightened national awareness
of crucial issues. Should

//?4&,

injustices be ignored? Would
Mr. Ellis be equally passive if
white, male editorial editors
were denied their rights?
He maintains that our
generation has a special
idealism based on achieving
personal excellence. Well, that
doesn't sound so bad; but this
"excellence" appears to be
materialistically oriented. His
proposed "trickle-down theory
of idealism" is simply a
euphemistic way of saying,
"I'm on my way up the
corporate ladder; you're on your
own, buddy."
I prefer not to be remembered
for this "idealism," which can
more accurately be labeled
"selfish apathy." We are a

generation challenged with the
problems of terrorism, nuclear
arms, poverty, human rights
violations, and an enormous
national deficit—we cannot
afford to waste our intelligence
and creativity on collecting
BMWs.
Lisa Ellis

Postal service
disappointing
I have been very disappointed
with the service of the
University Post Office, and my
friends and I have had more

trouble with this service
recently.
First of all is the problem of
getting my Wall Street Journal
out of the mailbox. I realize this
newspaper is large, but if the
employees would roll it up a
little tighter I wouldn't have to
play tug-of-war every day trying
to get it out of the box.
This leads to another problem.
When other mail, such as letters
or bills, are put in the box with
the Wall Street Journal, the
letters are crumpled up like
garbage and sometimes torn. If
anything bendable was
enclosed, it would be ruined. I
enjoy getting my mail in the
same condition that it left the
sender.
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Third is the problem with
campus mail. A good friend of
mine mailed my roommate and
me Christmas cards during the
exam period. As of this date we
have not received these
Christmas cards.
I have also had similar
problems with campus mail.
Another problem my friend had
was getting a package that had
been mailed to her. It had been
sitting on the package shelf for
two months. It had gone
unnoticed by all of the
employees that the package had
been placed on the wrong shelf
only to collect dust.
Next is the problem with the
newly expanded counter of the
See Letters, page 6
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post office. The counter is twice
as big now so why aren't there
twice as many employees to
cover the lunch-hour rush? And
last week one of the two
employees that work at the
counter during this rush period
quit working and announced she
was going to lunch, leaving one
person to wait on 20 people.
If someone wants to buy a
stamp or pick up a package and
get to class on time, they must
go before 11:30 a.m. or after
2:00 p.m. Why expand if they
are not going to put the
expansion to use? I believe this
is poor management on the
postmaster's part.
There was also a problem
when the locks on the keylocked boxes were changed
without any notice to box
holders. We found out only
when we went to pick up our
mail and discovered our keys no
longer worked. Then we were
told the new keys wouldn't be
ready for a few days, which was
a great inconvenience.
Lastly, there is a problem
with the attitude of some of the
employees. When I have
problems getting my Wall
Street Journal or when I have
wadded up letters, there is an
air of indifference to my
situation.

the senators. First of all, I will
not deny that "Student Senate"
looks good on a resume, but our
purpose goes far beyond that.
We are here because we care
what happens to our peers on
this campus. What a conceptstudents caring about other
students—can you believe it?!
Secondly, I would hardly
consider the senators "pre-law
clones." Granted, there are
those few who are preparing for
law-related careers, but they are
greatly outnumbered.
Teresa Parker Practically every major offered
at Clemson is represented on
the senate. I don't know about
Professor Mulherin, but I have
never known an elementary
education major Who went to
law school.
I would also like to address
In response to Professor J.
the two senate issues Professor
Harold Mulherin's letter of Jan.
Mulherin highlighted in his
31, I would like to say, look
letter. Some students who eat in
the dining halls on campus had
again! Professor Mulherin
expressed an interest in having
describes to Tiger readers the
Grey Poupon added to the salad
visit he made to a meeting of
bar. This was one of several
the Student Senate. His
student concerns related to the
description is of what he claims
dining service; some others were
to have seen and heard, but I
milk at cookie break and pita
don't think he was seeing very
bread on the deli line. The Food
clearly nor listening very
and Health Committee met with
carefully.
David DeFratus, ARA director,
"Construction workers from
and shared these concerns with
the planet resume" and "prehim. Within one week our
law clones" are the terms he
suggestions became reality.
affectionately uses to describe
Whatever happened to good
employee-customer relations of
a service organization? I realize
the University Post Office is a
monopoly on this campus, but
even monopolies must offer
good service and correct
problems. I hope the postmaster
isn't as indifferent as some of
his employees and that he will
consider solutions and
implement them on the many
problems his organization is
encountering.

No respect

for abolitionist

constitutional amendment to
abolish Student Government
was "not in the best interests of
the senate." The context of The
Tiger's story implied that the
self-interest of the senate was
the most important criterion
shaping the Steering
Committee's decfsion. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
I indicated, or at least
attempted to indicate during
the Jan. 27 debate, that my
opposition to the proposed
amendment stemmed from a
belief of mine and many of the
students whom I represent that
the amendment was not in the
best interests of the senate, the
students of Clemson, or the
University as a whole.
The senate must make '
intelligent decisions concerning
proposed constitutional
amendments. It did in this case.
I submit that a majority of the
student body does not wish to
Melanie Swann see the disestablishment of
student senator Student Government. Those
Calhoun Courts senators who rejected the
proposal did so on behalf of
their constituents and the
University.

As far as "banning basketball
on campus," we were not out to
abolish basketball at Clemson.
The senate was instead looking
into establishing hours in which
the basketball courts located
between the "shoeboxes" can be
used. This issue was raised
because the girls living in those
dorms were complaining about
late night noise.
Professor Mulherin may
consider these issues trivial, but
I hardly think making students
happy is trivial. After all, most
students spend at least eight
months out of the year here.
Why shouldn't we make it an
enjoyable place to live?
I have always been taught to
respect my elders, but when
those elders support the
abolition of my—no, our voice, I
give them no respect! Thanks
for your confidence, Professor
Mulherin!

Quote taken
out of context

Douglas Bone
president pro tempore
Student Senate

The Tiger quoted me as
saying that the proposed

Let's bring democracry back to Clemson
"There is nothing wrong with
Student Government because I
get something to put on my
resume." This seems to be the
attitude of our elected
"representatives" in Student
Government.

LARRY WELBORN
commentary
Most of the student body
couldn't care less about Student
Government. However, several
other students and I have
taken it upon ourselves to
enlighten the apathetic student
to the laughable farce known as
Student Government.
"Your" Student Government
currently spends in excess of

$10,000. In addition, it controls
the budgets of other
organizations and dispenses
approximately $125,000 per
year.
"Your" Student Government
has worked hard to get Grey
Poupon mustard in Harcombe.
"Your" Student Government
has gotten skim milk for cookie
break.
"Your" Student Government
held the ever popular "Twister
Blister," perhaps the single
most important event ever held
at Clemson.
"Your" Student Government
endorsed window clips on the
windows of Johnstone Hall.
When you sweat, think of

the Jf#
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Spring ballot in March.
This petition, in itself, will not
abolish Student Government. It
will merely allow the student
body to finally express their
opinion on Student
Government. If you favor
democracy then there is no
reason not to sign' this petition.
If you do want a resume filler,
don't sign. If you think the
students are stupid, don't sign.
But, if you feel as we do, that
the stduents of Clemson are
bright and capable of making an
intelligent decision concerning
Student Government, then you
will sign our petition. Let's
bring democracy back to the
Clemson campus.

We're Not Embarrassed To Tell.
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included, feel that Student
Government is nothing more
than a needless weight around
the neck of the student body.
Because we believe that it
serves no useful function we are
trying to abolish it through a
referendum.
We first tried to get the
Student Senate to consider our
Constitutional amendment. But
this "representative body"
decided that it did not care
what the students thought. It
was their resumes that were in
danger! Thus we are put into
our current position of trying to
get approximately 1,200
students to sign a petition to
put the referendum on the

Embarrassed To /\sk ?

tiger W*
sports shop
February is . . .

Student Government.
"Your" Student Government
is considering the question of "a
dry campus," no alcoholic
beverages anywhere—including
dorm rooms.
The above statements are
amusing until you realize that
the primary goal of Student
Government is to perpetuate its
existence and control and voice
of the student body. Student
Government loudly proclaims
that it is a liason between the
administration and the
students. Yet Student
Government is nothing more
than a legitimized "yes-man"
for the administration.
Several students, myself
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Army ROTC camp 'innovative'
Life in Army ROTC can begin as
a junior with help of the Army's innovative basic camp, according to
Lt. Col. James G. Griffin, professor of military science.
"Some of our best cadets come
to us by way of the Army ROTC
camp," Lt. Col. Griffin stated.
"The pressures of beginning college get the full attention of a
great many students," he said,
"and they don't get around to
making a decision on Army ROTC
until they think it's too late."
"The Army thought about
that, too," Griffin said. "Since
1964 we've had a way for students who transfer from community colleges to enroll. Some
students just want to look at
ROTC and the people in it before
committing themselves.
"We call it 'basic camp,' " he
said, "and it is a six-week course
of training at Fort Knox, Ky. It's
an introduction to the Army and
soldiering. The Army pays for
transportation to and from camp
and each student who completes
the camp receives around $670 in
pay, plus room and board,"
Griffin said.
"It's no vacation, because we
ask a lot of students who attend
our camp," he said. "But in my
experience, they return to campus with an understanding of
what the Army is and what it
does, and the great majority of
them enroll in ROTC when the

Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Costl
* Daily Wear Lenses
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Students practice ROTC skills while at basic camp.
other benefits. Two students at
fall semester opens."
Last summer six students Clemson won scholarships at
from the University attended camp last summer, Griffin said.
"There's one thing I'd like to
basic camp. This year 12 or more
students might be sent. Top per- mention," Griffin said. "There
formance at camp and on campus are limitations on the number of
is recognized by an opportunity students who can attend. Army
to apply for a scholarship which ROTC is particularly interested
pays tuition for the final two in students majoring in engiyears of school as well as many neering, business, physical

science, and nursing, although all
majors are eligible, and I would
like to talk with them as soon
as possible."
Interested students should
contact Captain Bruce Brown at
the Army ROTC office or call
656-3107/3108 for an appointment to discuss basic camp. The
deadline is April 1.
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•American Hydron
•Aosolt
•Bausch &Lomb
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•Durasott
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* Tinted Lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
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Student Government applications due by Friday
• by Tim Crawford
staff writer

The final deadline to turn in applications for Student Government
elections to be held March 6 is
next Friday.
Petitions for the positions of
student body president, vice
president, and the six elected

positions on trial court must be
submitted by 5 p.m. next Friday.
According to Student Body
President Matt Locke, the petitions have been coming in slowly.
"A lot of people wait till the last
minute for various reasons,"
Locke said. A number of petitions for the job of president are
expected by the deadline, Locke

said. Some petitions have
already been turned in for vice
president and the positions on
trial court.
Any student who has a cumulative GPR, of 2.0 or better can run
for one of the positions on trial
court. Any applicants for vice
president must maintain a 2.3
GPR and have at least 45 hours

♦63.97 pair

to be eligible. Applicants for
president must also have at least
a 2.3 GPR but must have at least
60 hours. They should also have
a lot of time to devote to the job,
Locke said.
"You better be serious because
it's a lot of work. But it's worth it
in the end," Locke said.
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work and other scholarly activities.
"I certainly appreciate the
honor," Van Lear says. "It's
always gratifying to be recognized
by your peers."
Van Lear has been a member of
the 22,000-plus-member organization since 1963, the year he
graduated from Virginia Poly-

technic Institute and State
University with a bachelor's
degree in forestry. He later earned
his master's at VPI and doctorate from the University of
Idaho.
He has served on and chaired
numerous SAF committees and
working groups, formerly
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$87/pr.

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE, SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE,

Forestry professor recognized by peers
David Van Lear, the Robert
Adger Bowen Professor of
Forestry at the University, has
been named a Fellow of the Society
of American Foresters, the largest professional organization in
the field.
The Fellow grade is based upon
a career of service to the society

$57/pr.
$45/pr.

Dele .

chaired the Keowee Chapter, and
served as adviser for the student
SAF group. He also is a member
of the Soil Science Society of
America and the S.C. Forestry
Association, and has made a
number of presentations and invited lectures at professional
seminars and conferences.
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Put your education to work-become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career of the 80's"
at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest ABA- approved program in Southeast
• Employment assistance- over 1,000 employers in 38
states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 6 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum-specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate—including
"Computers in the practice of Law"
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University graduates work with NASA program
there is a great feeling of loss here," he
said. "Those on board were not just
engineers and pilots—they were the Columbuses of the space age."
Jennett named several University
graduates who work with NASA. William
Henry Kinard, a 1954 graduate in mechanical engineering, is the chief scientist for the long duration exposure facility,
a payload that was to be retrieved from
orbit by the Challenger in September.

by John Padgett
copy editor
A "great sense of loss" at the University
followed in the wake of the space shuttle
Challenger's explosion last Tuesday, killing the seven crew members on board,
College of Engineering Dean Charles
Jennett said last week.
"The space shuttle was a very broad
engineering and scientific invention—

SAC accepting nominations
for master teacher award
by Mark Schoen
staff writer

must spend at least 60 percent of
his workload teaching undergraduate courses. A nominee cannot be a
The Student Alumni Council is current alumni professor and
now taking nominations for the cannot receive the award more
annual Master Teacher Award. than once. There is no age or
Nominations should be sub- degree requirement for receiving
mitted to the Student Alumni the award.
Center by Feb. 21.
Any student may nominate a
According to Tim Kennedy, teacher by contacting the Alumni
chairman of the Master Teacher Center or by completing one of
Award Committee, the Master the applications that will be disTeacher Award is an honor tributed through campus mail.
bestowed upon the outstanding
The Alumni Council expects to
classroom teacher at the Univer- receive 50 or more nominations,
sity.
which will be narowed down to
' The master teacher is like about a dozen finalists. A team of
teacher of the year," said students will then investigate
Kennedy. "A master teacher is each of the finalists to determine
dedicated to teaching and cares the award winner.
about students."
The Master Teacher Award
A nominee for the award must will be presented along with a
have been on the faculty for the $1,500 cash endowment at the
three previous academic years and May commencement exercises.
•
•
•
•

"This is the type of thing we in the
space program knew could happen,
Kinard said, "but it still shocked and
stunned us all. I was at work when I heard
about it [the shuttle explosion]. We didn t
get off work at the time, but everyone was
trying to get to a TV to see what had hapKinard said the mood at work that day
was "sorrowful and concerned for the
famUies," but that they were still op-

timistic for the continuation for the shuttle program.
"The thing to do now is to make future
operations safe," he said.
"Kinard has received the NASA Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal for
his work in the study of micro-meteor
activity between Earth and Jupiter
aboard the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft.
He received an honorary doctorate degree
from the University in December 1984.

H33,000 grant given
by Kim Norton
interim news editor
A $133,000 grant has been given
to the University by the South
Carolina Department of Highways
and Public Transportation and the
Federal Highway Administration.
These funds will be used for new
technology and training in engineering for bridges, roads, and
transportation.
Dr. Donald Stafford, an associate civil engineering professor,
said the grant will be used for a
Transportation Technology Transfer Center. This center will
establish a service at Clemson between city and county governments
for highway related projects.
"Short courses and workshops
will be offered by members of the
civil engineering department for

city and county engineers in
terested in learning everything
from pot hole patching to synchronizing stop lights," Stafford
said.
The contract is between the
civil engineering department and
the Federal Highway Admini
stration, establishing the center
as one of only 37 in the nation
Clemson was chosen for the
honor of housing the center
based on its good qualifications
and exceptional record. The
center will use graduate and
undergraduate students in the
statewide program.
"Our main objective," Stafford
said, "is to raise the level of
technological services at the
county and city levels all over the
state."

Leave a
clean trail.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls
interested in being counselorsactivity instructors in a private
girls camp located in
Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors
needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding,
Tennis, Backpacking, Archery,
Canoeing, Gymnastics, Crafts,
Also Basketball, Computers,
Soccer, Cheerleading, Drama,
Nature Study, Field Hockey. If
your school offers a Summer
Internship program, we will be
glad to help. Inquiries—Morgan
Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, Tryon,
NC, 28782.

Style Cuts
Body Waves
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Curly Perms

654-2599
VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)

Special Student Prices

Spring Break Getaways
Cancun, Mexico—3 nights from $259
Nassau, Bahamas—3 nights from
Jamaica—3 nights from $289
Prices are per person double and include
airfare and hotel.
Call today to book your trip.
Other discount packages and airfare available.
Better hurry, space is going fast!

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL
101A East Tiger Boulevard

Clemson, S.C.

654-3890
104 N. Clemson Ave
Phone:
654-7685

FREE
DELIVERY

THE

BROTHERS'
DELI
ARCADE

2-Ltr.

89C

R.C.
No Limit
SPECIAL
One 2-Ltr. R.C. FREE with
All Orders $10.00 or More
$3.99 Shrimp Dinner
21 Pieces Shrimp, Cole Slaw,
Grilled Bread and Tea.
'Butch" and "Perfect" say thanks and
come and see good brother

$2.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
$1.00 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
$.50 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA
Offer valid only at Clemson
Pizza Hut® Restaurant.
Phone:
654-TOGO - Delivery
654-8692 - Dine-in or Takeout

LIMITED
DELIVERY AREA

Offer valid on Pan Pizza, Thin' N Crispy* Pizza, or our exclusive Priazzo* Italian Pie. May be
used for dine-in, takeout or delivery (Limited Area).
One coupon per party per visit. Not valid in combination with other Pizza Hut® offers.
Expires 2/28/86

1/20* cash redemption value. Priazzo is a Trademark of Pizza Hut, Inc
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New organization formed on campus
textile management major, is
trying to organize a chapter at
Clemson. "Students representing Georgetown University, NC
State, Duke, University of
Georgia, and colleges from all
across the nation were there,"
May said. "I was really impressed
with their enthusiasm and patriotic spirit."

A new organization, Students
for America, is being formed on
campus. It is a national group
aimed at conservative students,
particularly those planning on
business-related careers.
After attending the Students
for America Convention in
Washington, D.C., this past weekend, Jennifer May, a freshman

Many notable speakers addressed the convention including
1986 Woman of the Year, Phyllis
Schlafly, Jerry Falwell, Sen.
Jesse Helms, and Gen. Redd
McDaniel. Their speeches focused
on such issues as the strategic
defense initive (otherwise known
as the Star Wars plan), reducing

arms control, and preventing the
spread of communism.
May compares Students for
America to College Republicans
as far as political ideals are concerned. Anyone interested in
more information about the
group can contact Jennifer May
at 656-6864.

Rock-Alike postponed
Other campus events include a
Dating Game sponsored by Central Spirit Thursday at 9 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium and a basketball half time show during the
Feb. 17 Clemson-Furman game.
Besides working for a good
cause, the students have an added
incentive: the university that
raises the most money to fight
MS will win a rock concert broadcast nationally over MTV from
their campus.

"Rock Alike," the rock star
look-alike event to help fight
multiple sclerosis, has been
postponed until Saturday night
at 9:30 in the Y-Barn. Admission
will be $3, with all proceeds going
to the "Students Against Multiple Sclerosis" campaign.
The party kicks off February
as "Bust MS Month," when
students from Clemson and 140
other universities nationwide will
be raising funds to fight MS.

• I I

SURVIVAL

Nominations accepted
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi is receiving nominations for
faculty and staff membership.
Nominations and supporting
information should be sent by
Feb. 7 to Jack McKenzie, Faculty
and Staff Nominations Committee, Phi Kappa Phi, Trustee
House, Clemson University,

4«

Clemson, S.C. 29634-5606.
If the nominee was not eligible
for membership as an undergraduate, additional supporting information, such as a list of outstanding academic accomplishments,
must be submitted.
For more information, call
McKenzie at 656-3861.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
CALL
654-4339
654-4344

xxx in Stitches
Knitting Lessons Start
Next Week
Call for info.
654-4223
107 Earle St. • Clemson, SC 29631

PEOPLE EXPRESS
TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER
CALL US NOW FOR SEATS.
NO SERVICE CHARGE.

SMALL W@RLDTMVEL
SERVING CLEMSON SINCE 1976
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1. UP THE HILL FROM BOJANGLES
2. TIGER BLVD.
ACROSS FROM MELL HALL
NEXT TO WENDY'S
654-6125
654-8440

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?
COME TO CAMP PLACEMENT DAY!
Feb. 10 •

Got the Dorm Food Blues?
One call to Domino's Pizza
will save you! We make and
deliver hot, tasty, custommade pizza in 30 minutes.
All you have to do is call!
So skip the cafeteria Get
your favorite pizza instead.
We use only the finest
ingredients and have our
delivery system perfected.
If your pizza isn't at your
door in 30 minutes or less,
we'll take $3.00 OFF the
price!
Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

r$3.oo
OFF!

Serving Clemson
6 Clemson University:

654-3082

300 College Ave.

"Serving Seneca A
Surrounding Area:

882-9783
100 Salem Rd.
Hours:
11AM-2AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AMFri.&Sat
*4PM-12MidSun.-Thurs.
4PM-1AMFri.&Sat.

Order a delicious 16"
pizza with TWO or
more toppings of your
choice and get $3.00
OFF!
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 1/23/86.
Our 12-slice, 16" pizza
serves 4-6 persons.

10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Union Palmetto Ballroom

r

Tie following camps will be represented:
Camps Buc & Eva Good
Camp Chatuga
Camps Seafarer & SeaGul!
Camp Thunderbird
YMCA Camp Greenville
Camp Long
Camp Toccoa
Camp Pisgah
Look-Up Lodge
Camp Burnt Gin
Jaycee Camp Hope & Sertoma
Summerton 4-H Camp
Camps Mondamin & Green Cove

Camps Timber Ridge & Pine Acres
Elks Camp for Boys
YMCA Camp Hanes
Asbury Hills Methodist Camp
Camp Dixie
Camp Burgiss Glen
Camp Skyline Ranch
Trailridge Mountain Camp
Calvin Center
Camp ONEOT
Camp WaBak
Camp Mishemokwa
Camp Carolina

SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PARKS,
RECREATION & TOURISM MANAGEMENT

<ssfc
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'

6472P/5620.22
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Boardcontinued from page one
job," he said. "They must also
be willing to give a great deal of
energy.
"The amount of studying and
reading involved in the job is incredible," Batson said. "The
amount of paper that comes
across your desk is more than
comes out of a paper null."
Candidates do not have to be
residents of South Carolina or
graduates of Clemson, Batson
said.
Amick is president and owner
of Amick Broiler Farms Inc.;

Britton is a doctor specializing
in obstretrics and gynecology;
and Geiger is chairman of
G.M.K. Associates, an architectural firm.
Wood is an architect and
Smith is a vice president and
group executive for South
Carolina Electric & Gas Co. Till
could not be reached for comment.
The April elections are for
three of the six elected seats on
the Baord. The other seven
seats are life memberships.

MEMO
TO: ALL STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
POTENTIAL OFFICERS
DON'T FORGET!

GOLDEN WOODS
TOWNHOUSES
FOR SALE OR RENT
654-4339 or 654-4344
—————————

Coupon

PETITIONS FOR STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT
AND TRIAL COURT POSITIONS
DUE
• FEB. 14, 1986 •

——-————■■■

654-1103 COLUMBO'S PIZZA 654-1103
Clemson's Lowest Prices

New Location: Now at- the old
Dairy Queen on Frontage Road
FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY
FREE DRINK OFFER—FOR EACH:
c
o
O

Any Large Pizza
Any Medium Pizza
Any Small Pizza

c
o
ft

Receive One 2-liter Coke
Two Drinks
One Drink

3
O

LARGE THREE-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO-LITER COKE
REG. $11.75 FOR $9.90
(Thick crust may be substituted as a topping.)

U

NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS

THERE WILL ALSO BE A
MANDATORY MEETING IN
THE SENATE CHAMBERS
AT 5 P.M. ON THE 14TH.

Expires Feb. 28, 1986

I

Please tell phone person which coupon
or special to receive credit
————————— Coupon .——————————-

Computer Center
Consulting and Technical Services
Short Courses
Spring Semester 1986
The Consulting and Technical Services (CTS) staff will be presenting a number of different short
courses during the 1986 spring semester. CTS short courses are free of charge, and we encourage all
interested persons to attend.
You may register in the three-week period preceding the class, during regular Help Desk hours. To
register, come by the CTS Help Desk at the Computer Center, which is located in the basement of
Poole Agricultural Center.
Listed below are the different short courses that will be offered through CTS. There
are three different levels for these courses ranging from introductory to advanced.

1000 - Introduction to Clemson University Computer Center
1015 - Introduction to the IBM-PC and PC-DOS
1050 - Introduction to DEC Rainbow 100 with MS-DOS
1025 - Introduction to DEC Rainbow 100 with CP/M-86/80
1205 - Micro/Mainframe Communications with KERMIT
1200 - Introduction to BITNET
1250 - Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run Programs
1310 - Running Batch Jobs on Clemson's IBM System
1400 - Introduction to ULTRIX

2280 - Data Analysis with Speakeasy
2510 - Using FORTRAN on Clemson's IBM System
2600 - How to Turn Data into Information
2610 - Statistical Analysis Using SAS
2630 - Using SAS Interactively at a Terminal
2710 - Introduction to Freestyle on the IBM-PC
2715 - Introduction to Freestyle on the DEC Rainbow 100
2800 - Machines That Turn Data into Pictures
2820 - Writing Programs to Turn Data into Pictures

3280 - Writing Programs with Speakeasy
3420 - Using Data on Tape and Disk on the IBM System
3600 - Advanced SAS
3630 - Maps: Doing Them with SAS/GRAPH
3680 - Plots, Charts, and Slides: Doing Them with SAS/GRAPH
3690 - SAS/FSP: Entering Data into SAS Data Sets

Faculty
continued from page one
University as "sabbatical leave"
and its reorganization of the
Selection Committee for Honorary Degrees.
The senate also passed three
resolutions dealing with the
admissions procedure for entering students.
The first resolution will update
the current admissions policy
that was adopted in June 1961.
The current policy does not
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specifically state what high
school courses are required of incoming students. The new policy
outlines the general criteria for
admissions and lists specific required high school courses.
The second resolution proposes
that an admissions committee be
formed consisting of the dean of
admissions and registration, vice
provost for undergraduate
studies, and one faculty member
elected from each college. This

——
committee would be responsible
for recommending admissions
policy and it would make decisions concerning any exceptions
to the admissions policy, including athletes.
The third resolution recommends that the office of admissions and registration be under
the jurisdiction of the department of academic affairs rather
than the department of student
affairs as it is now.

Florman to speak on 'the odd couple'
A program entitled "Engineering and the Liberal Arts: The
Odd Couple?" will be given by
Samuel Florman at this year's
President's Honors Colloquium
Monday at 8 p.m. in Lyles
Auditorium in Lee Hall.
Florman, a licensed professional engineer, has been a principal and vice-president of
Kreisler Borg Florman Construc-

tion Company since 1956. His
knowledge of the relationship
between engineering and the
Liberal arts is extensive and is
even supported through his own
personal experiences; he has a
bachelor's degree in civil
engineering and a master's
degree in English literature.
Florman has written more than
100 articles'dealing with the rela-

ID cards to be updated
by Jerry Greenhill
circulation manager
Bar code labels will soon
replace validation stickers on
student ID cards, said George
Alexander, director of the division of administrative program
services. Approximately $15,000
is being allocated by the University for this project.
The library is in the process of
updating LUIS, the library's
computerized card catalog
system, said Alexander. Along
with this, the library is changing
the way students will check out
books.
Rather than inserting University ID's into a card punch
reader, the librarian will use an
optical scanner which reads the
bar code labels on the IDs. The

bar code labels will be much more
efficient than the cards in use.
Cards are subject to damage, and
are therefore not as durable. The
new system will also allow
librarians to check student's
validation, Alexander said.
Students returning in the fall
will have to get the label put onto
their present IDs. Incoming
freshmen will already have the
bar code labels on their IDs,
Alexander said.
He said the labels can also be
used to handle some of the functions of the student activity
cards. The IDs may be used instead of activity cards for such
things as sporting events and
elections. But this change would
not likely occur until January
1987, he said.

tionship of technology to the
general culture, which have appeared in such magazines as The
American Scholar, The New York
Times Magazine, and Harper's.
Florman has also written three
books: Engineering and the
Liberal Arts, The Existential
Pleasures of Engineering, and
Blaming Technology.

£

^fc
THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE

^

Lakeview Plaza Mall
654-6567

Now Featuring:

MIAMI
VI C I
THE MOVIE THAT INSPIRED THE HIT SERIES

Now available on videocassette from MCA.

Placement day
to be held
A special job placement service
for college students and others
over age 17 will be offered Monday, Feb. 10.
Held iii the Union Ballroom
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Camp
Placement Day will provide
information on more than 350
summer jobs.
In addition, camp directors
from the Southeast will conduct
job interviews during the day for
such areas as camp administration, counseling, arts and crafts,
program administration, land
sport, photography, dance,
drama, and canoeing.
This free placement service is
sponsored by the University's
department of parks, recreation,
and tourism management.

Sherry Thrift
Miss South Carolina

1st Runner-Up, Miss America Pageant
Former Clemson University Cheerleader
will be appearing at the
Clemson vs. Florida A&M
Basketball Game.
February 13, 7:30pm
Littlejohn Coliseum
Sherry will perform her World Championship
clogging exhibition at halftime. She will
also be available for pictures and autographs
from 6:15 - 7:15pm at Gate 11.

FREE

life-sized posters with the purchase
of a game program to the first 2500
people who enter through Gate 11.

Sherry Thrift
Former Clemson Cheerleader

February 7, 1986
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The Tiger will hold
senior staff elections
March 9.
Applications available room 906
University Union union

All positions open.
editor in chief
managing editor
assistant
managing editor
news editor
assistant
news editor
sports editor
features editor
copy editor
entertainment editor

business manager
associate
business manager
advertising manager
assistant advertisting
manager
circulation manager
office manager
editorial editor
head photographer

Positions run from spring break
1986 to spring break 1987
No experience necessary.
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson Players are looking for
creative people interested in participating
in three weeks of laboratory theater.
Three directors will cast a selection of
short plays from general auditions to be
held Sunday and Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
217 Daniel Hall. Approximately 16 roles
and many jobs will be available. Absolutely
no experience is required. Performance
dates are March 6, 7, and 8.
Mu Beta Psi National Honorary Music
Fraternity will be selling "singing valentines" Monday throught Thursday from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., outside of Harcombe
and Schilletter Dining Halls. Valentines
will be delivered (vocally) Thursday after
7 p.m.
The Institute of Industrial Engineers
will hold elections Thursday at 6 p.m. in
219 Riggs Hall.
Sigma Tau Epsilon offers free tutoring
for any classes in the College of Liberal
arts or sciences. Tutoring is in 216 Daniel
Hall Mondays at 7 to 9 p.m.
The Clemson Frisbee Club is holding an
introductory meeting Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the Fike aerobics area. Any guys
or girls interested in playing or learning
basic frisbee throwing, disc golf, ultimate
frisbee, hackeysack, or other disc games
are welcome.
The University Union is now accepting
applications for lifeguards to work East
Bank for this summer. Red Cross WSI or
advanced lifesaving certificates are required. Applications are available at the
Union information desk. The deadline is
March 7.
Mu Beta Psi National Honorary Music
Fraternity will be holding auditions for its
second annual talent show Feb. 27 and 28.
Students and faculty acts are welcome.
For information and an entry form, stop
by the music department office at 717
Strode Tower.

The University lost-and-found, 708
University Union (upstairs from the loggia), holds lost items for 30 days. Claim
hours are posted at the Union information
desk. For more information, call 656-5866.
The University Union still has openings
for a Monday night bowling league. Rates
are lower for a league (50* per game) and
lanes are reserved each week. Contact the
University Union at 656-2461 for more information.
CLASSIFIEDS
If you've always wanted to be a rock
star, here's your chance. We're looking for
star look-alikes for a video to be made
here on campus. Auditions will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m., in 113
Daniel Hall.
EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHERS needed
—evening hours, flexible schedule.
Camera helpful. Car needed. Classic
Photo 654-8019.
"Can't afford a trip to spring break?
Want to win one?" Enter NESTLE QUIK
SPRING BREAK '86 CHALLENGE and
win all-expense paid trips to Daytona
Beach for up to 24, or $10,000 cash!!! Call
toll free, 1-800-NESTLE-l, for
information.
Typing Service—College interview
forms, term papers, etc., at Clemson's
new Campus Copy Shop and Typing Service. Fast, accurate, guaranteed, and
reasonable prices. One-day service on
most projects. 306 College Avenue,
654-3383.
SPRING BREAK on the beach at
South Padre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach, or
Mustang Island/Port Aransas from only
$89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from
only $86! Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie
bags, more... Hurry, call Sunchase Tours
for more information and reservations toll
free, 1-800-321-5911, TODAY! When your
Spring Break counts . . . count on
Sunchase.

Charbroiled
Halibut Dinner
A generous halibut steak grilled to perfection
and served with toasted grecian bread, trench
fries (or baked potato, after 5 PM) and
tartar sauce. PLUS... Enjoy all the $
Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar you wish
^ *"

5

SHONEYS

America's Dinner Table

TM

Professional Typing Service—offering
great prices on word processing and typing to students and faculty. Resumes and
cover letters, term papers, college forms,
etc. All resumes will be permanently
stored for your availability. Most will be
done on a next-day basis. Call 656-6906.
WANTED: IBM PC or Compa Q used
computer. Call Dr. Bryan 656-3774.
THE CLEMSON TYPING SERVICEStudents, faculty, plan ahead ana can
early! Professional word processing at
reasonable rates tailored to fit your needs.
654-8124 after 5:30 weekdays, anytime
weekends.
CRUISESHIPS HIRING! $16-$30,000
$16-$30,000 Carribean, Hawaii, world!
Call Guide, Cassette, Newsservice! (916)
944.4444 XCSU25.
Needed: Someone to do quality
caligraphy. Call Winkie at 656-2153
ASAP.
We are looking for four motivated
students with good self-image who want
to earn an extra $500 a month in
commission-type sales. For an interview
call Thompson Enterprises at (803)
868-9943.
OVERSEAS JOBS . . . Summer, yearround. Europe, South America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $900-$2,000 a month.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, P.O.
Box 52-Se-l Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Need a break on long distance telephone
bills? Would you like to gain financial independence? Perfect opportunity for students looking for full-time or part-time
employment. Become a sales representative for a national telecommunications
corporation offering considerable savings
on long distance telephone calls. And
tremendous discounts on other consumer
goods and services. Unlimited income for
ambitious individuals. For more information call: 656-4142, 654-1982, or 654-5873.

Posting Agent wanted to distribute
advertising materials around campus.
Earn over $10 per hour representing over
100 magazines, including Time and
Newsweek, European travel, and other
student discounts. College Products, 136
Exeter St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235. Phone
number (718) 646-2145.
PERFECT SUMMER JOB! Wildwater
Ltd. now hiring river guide and support
positions. Guide School offered in late
March. Call (803) 647-5336.
For sale 1981 Audi 5000, fully equipped
(AC, AM-FM cass, cruise) excellent condition. For informaiton, 654-7544 weekdays, (803) 254-7474.
PERSONALS
CHICK-FLYNN, bondage is great; but
when you lose the key, you don't get no
"NEW KEY!"
Buddy, thanks for being my buddy.
You know who!
Happy Birthday Lynn King, We love
you!! Molly and the Twig.
Mike Page, I love you, my Valentine.
Always and forever, Valorie.
"You have heard that it was said, 'Do
not commit adultery.' But I tell you that
anyone who looks at a woman lustfully
has already committed adultry with her in
his heart." Matthew 5:27, 28.
"For Christ died for sins once for all, the
righteous for the unrighteous, to bring
you to God. He was" put to death in the
body but made alive by the Spirit." I
Peter 3:18.
Small, cute, and Italian. Saturday night
was something to remember. Sorry about
the ashtray though. Signed, Winner.
Dear Winner, the pleasure was all mine.
That was the most I 've ever gained when
I 've lost. Signed me.
RaaaaaD! I'm sorry your birthday is in
the summer, so here is a non-birthday
wish: Happy Non-birthday! Love Isac.

HOT DOGS
.75
CHIPS
35
SOFT DRiNKS .!'. 16 oz .60
12OZ.50
....
10 oz .40
PICKLES
50
CIGARETTES
1.00
COLD BEER ON TAP.... .50
Daily Specials on All Your
Favorite Brands of Beer
Busch Beer 50$ Every Day

CALL-IN ORDERS
ARE WELCOME
654-6758

Located in Rogers Plaza
Hwy. 123 in Clemson

Pa,
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Black History Month
Month-long celebration a time of learnii
It has been 22 years since
Harvey Gantt, Clemson's
first black student, entered
the University. A lot of
things have changed since
that historic moment.
The University's black
student enrollment has
swelled to almost 600
undergraduates. This may
not seem much compared to
the total enrollment, but this
is a significant amount
compared to 22 years ago.
Frank Mauldin, director of
the office of human

resources, and Lewis Suggs,
associate professor of
history, both view Black
History Month here at
Clemson as being very
important.
"I've seen the black
student enrollment go from
10 students to amost 600,"
Mauldin said. "This is a
major change."
Suggs said he thinks that
students should become
more involved in the Black
History Month program.
"We invited Dr. Darlene

Clark-Hine of Purdue
University, who is an
exceptional scholar, to give a
talk, and many of our black
students did not attend," he
said. At a social event there
is a greater attendance.
Their [students'] interest
must become more intense."
Comparing the two
different atmospheres, one
would think that black
students attending Clemson
in the late '50s and '70s
would be different from
black students attending

Clemson now. Mauldin,
however, said he sees no
major differences.
Suggs said he thinks that
all students should use
Black History month as a
time for learning. "Black
History Month should be
observed as a time of
learning about black
history," he said. "It is not
just black history we are
learning about, it's American
history.
"Black history is a vital
part of American history

that has been neglected.
Black history month should
be used by all students to
learn more about Black
American history."
Both Mauldin and Suggs
feel that the black students
of today can't have a full
appreciation of the sacrifices!
and struggles it took to
achieve the freedom that
they have because they
weren't really exposed to the]
oUscrimination of the past.
"Black students today

First black female student
'optimistic, full of hope
In February 1955, a little
more than 30 years ago, 26
coeds enrolled at the freshly
demilitarized Clemson
College. This was a move
destined to change Clemson
forever, yet Clemson has not
seen the last of its changes
... To look at her transcript,
one cannot help but be
impressed. Her credentials
and accomplishments speak
for themselves. She began in
1965 majoring in math and
graduated in 1969 with a
double major in French and
math. She participated
actively in Angel Flight,
Clemson Players, dorm
council, student body clubs
and church activities. Many
times, she found herself the
only female in the class of
men, but that was not an
unusual factor considering
the ratio of men to women
was then 13:1
However, the unusual factor
was that she represented a
double minority: being black
and being a woman.
Dorothy Ashford, an
18-yaar-old native of
Columbia, began attending
Clemson University
optimistic and full of hope.
She did not think of Clemson
as a "white school." She just
thought about receiving a
quality education. "My
reason for attending
Clemson was two-fold," she
said. "First of all, Clemson
has an excellent math
department, so I knew I
would receive a quality
education. And secondly,
Clemson was not in
Columbia; therefore, I could
be away [from home] for
school."
Ashford was npt alone
in her quest for a quality
education. Two other black
women, Delores Kimes and
Laverne Williams, were also
attending at the same time.
The three of them were the
first black women to
graduate from Clemson.
At a time when the overall
man-to-woman ratio of
Clemson was 13:1, there
were only three black women
and six black men attending

Clemson. However she and
problem because she and her
her two friends did find
girlfriends could always go
strength in numbers, even
into Anderson or Greenville
though small. Ashford
for social relaxation.
said that they "hung
Ashford achieved her
together like flies."
number-one goal at Clemson,
Remembering her days at
which was to graduate. Yet
Clemson University,
simultaneously she led a full
Ashford said she can
c
life, active in extra-curricular
vividly recall only one racial
activities and church. The
incident. However, she
key to her college career was
prefers not to see that
involvement. While working
incident relived in print.
as a member of the dorm
Other than the
council Ashford
aforementioned episode, she
laughingly remembered "the
can recall no others. Most of panty raids."
the prejudice was very
Since graduating from the
sublte. Ashford said:
University in 1969,
"Having grown up in the
Ashford has worked for
South, I was immune to
IBM and has held numerous
many racial gestures. I never jobs, including marketing.
got involved in anything
She now works in a
questionable."
management position at the
Ashford also recalls >
Management Institute in
nothing hostile or unusual in New York City, for IBM.
the reaction of the other
She feels her concentration
coeds. Even in 1965 there
in math and the computer
were still "so few of us
science courses were
[women]." She said there
particularly helpful. While
was simply no distinction
here at Clemson there were
between the black women
only six or seven computer
and the other women. "We
science courses offered, and
communicated on the level
she took them all.
as females, not black
The essence of the
females, not white
interview was probably
females—just females. Being discerned when Ashford
a female [at Clemson
revealed what she thought
University] in 1965 was
was the biggest contribution
overwhelming."
blacks had made to other
To further relate the
blacks attending Clemson
overwhelming feeling
University. She said of the
Ashford recalled one"
three women and six men:
happening. She and her
"By doing well and
roommate (also black) went
graduating from Clemson
to the cafeteria. They looked University, we have helped
around in search of some
quite a bit. We had no
place to sit. Finding no place ~ guidance. Harvey Gantt had
the two black women put
long since gone so this
their unused trays on the
meant that we were
conveyor belt and walked
responsible for establishing
out.
ourselves while also
Ashford is proud to be
establishing positive role
a Clemson graduate and has models. We contributed by
absolutely no regrets about
setting examples."
having attended Clemson.
Ashford's story is just
"Clemson's environment
one of the many success
encouraged learning," she
stories of which blacks can
said. However, one weekend be proud. Success can be
after visiting a girlfriend at
obtained. The following
Johnson C. Smith,
quotation best states this:
Ashford did realize that;'
"For if your mind can
her social life was lacking.
conceive it and your heart can
Nevertheless, she did not
believe it, then you can most
feel this was too much of a
definitely achieve it!"
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FROM OUR ROOTS
ACADEMICS AND THE ARTS
Who
Horacena Taylor

The Henderson Davis
Players of South
Carolina State
College
Gospel Explosion

g, understanding
were not faced with signs
that said 'white only' or
having to sit in the balcony
of a movie theater. To really
apprecaite this, they would
have had to experience it,"
Mauldin said.
One major step forward in
regards to black American
history was the making of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday a national holiday.
Suggs said this was a very
significant step and that
students in the future should

Sandra ReavesPhillips

not spend this day at home
resting.
"A major significance is
that this is the first black
American to be honored with
a holiday," Suggs said.
Students should not take
this time out to rest. The
best way for black and white
students to observe this
holiday is to go to class and
work very hard. King spent
his last birthday working.
He would want the students
of today to do the same."

What
Past Associate
Artistic
Director, Negro
Ensemble Company
Theatre

Where
TillmanHall
Room 106

When
Feb. 7
6:30 p.m.

Admission
No admission

TillmanHall

Feb. 7
8 p.m.

No admission

Clemson
University
Gospel Choir
Blues/Jazz
Vocalist

TillmanHall
3 p.m.

Feb. 16

No admission

TillmanHall

Feb. 11
- 8 p.m.

Students $1
Faculty and
Staff $2
General admission $3
Students $1
General
admission $2

PAMOJA
(demon University
Black Student
Awareness Club)
PAMOJA Art
Festival

Musical
Production

Daniel
Auditorium

Feb. 14
8 p.m.

Art

Dance Black
America
South Carolina
State College Jazz
Ensemble

Film

University
Union Art
Gallery
Y-Theatre

Music

TillmanHall

Feb.17-21
10 a.m.4 p.m.
Feb. 25
7 p.m.
March 24
8 p.m.

i

no admission

No admission
No admission

Stories by
Danita Gibson
and
Ernest Gibbs
Artwork by
Ronald
DesChamps
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. Is this spelunking?
What is spelunking?
If you don't know now, you need to
find out. . . If you already know,
you need to try it. . . Spend a
weekend In a cave In Tennessee
camping and exploring! The
greatest Clemson adventure yet!
Feb. 22 and 23. $29.95 includes
food, camping gear, and
transportation.

The Special Events Committee along with
DODGE presents ... the Collegiate Driving
Championship. Feb. 20 & 21. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in
the Jervey Parking Lot. Each participant drives
the course once. Come test your driving ability!

See Other Bright
Colors Feb. 13
and 14, 9 p.m.-12
midnight in
Edgar's. Give
your Valentine
"bright colors"
for Valentine's
Day! $2 at the
door. Sponsored
by the Clemson
Dance and
Concert
Committee.

LOST AND FOUND ... if
you lost something, don't
despair! Maybe you can
find it at the University
Union Lost and Found.
Room 708 of the Union.
Hours: Monday and
Friday—11 a.m.-1 p.m.;
Tuesday and Thursday
—6-8 p.m.

This week's movies:
Fletch, Feb. 6-8, 7 & 9:15,
$1.50
A Clockwork Orange, Feb.
7 & 9:15, free with I.D.
Psycho and Vertigo, Feb. 10,
7 p.m., $2
Rear Window and Rebecca, Feb. 11,7 p.m., $2
North by Northwest, Feb. 12, 7 p.m., $2
Fright Night, Feb. 13-15, 7 & 9:15, $1.50

Put some summer in
your winter. .. with
Summer Skies slide
presentation. Feb. 10,
7:30-9 p.m. in Edgar's.

The Union needs
YOU-to get involved. All
positions available on the
Union Board. Get your
application at the Union
Information Desk and see
what the Union can do
for you . . . Deadline to
sign up is Feb. 19.

The key to her heart is a flower at
her door... buy her a carnation
for just $1 in the Loggia, Feb. 14
between 1 and 3 p.m.

This is your final chance to sign
up for Monday Night Bowling
Leagues at the Union Games
Area . . . what a great way to
spend your spare time!
Remember . . . Thursdays are
LADIES' NI6HT 8-10:30 p.m.

SHORT COURSES:
Beginning and
Intermediate Shagging
Feb. 11, 13, 18—$10

CPR

^

Feb. 10, 12-$20 ^W^<^

Pool
Feb.17-$20
Mickey says . . . spend Spring Break at
DISNEYWORLD and EPCOT CENTER
March 17-20. Sign-up deadline is Feb. 7.
Sign up gnd get more details at the Union
Information Desk. Prices range from
$175 to $195.

Put on your mask for Mardi Gras . . . Travel
to New Orleans for a grand experience—
Feb. 7-11. Price is $135.
For more information, come by the Union
Information Desk.

;wj;

:
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Rape Prevention
- 1=1
Feb. 19-FREE
Makeovers by
Merle Norman
Feb. 20-$5 (a $5 gift
certificate will be given
at the class)
Cross-Country Skiing
and Winter Camping
Feb. ,18, 22,23
$45 (includes
equipment, food,
transportation, and
professional guides)
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Features
'Pretty clothes and fun people'
by Hugh Gray
features editor

Sophomore wins modeling award
afc^ "^^

"The pretty clothes and the
fun people I meet going from job
to job are what I enjoy most,"
says University sophomore
Nancy Humphries. Her job is to
make the pretty clothes look
even prettier.
Nancy is a model and was
recently selected as Model of the
Year at the Millie Lewis Modeling School of Greenville. Next
month, she will compete for the
title of Miss South Carolina/
USA. Her previous competition
included runway, photographic,
and television modeling.
Nancy started modeling for
local newspapers at home in
Myrtle Beach. That's how she
became interested. Her sister
told her about the Millie Lewis
School when she came to the
Greenville area.
Through Millie Lewis, Nancy
would get assignments. Some of
the auditions for these assignments were held at Millie Lewis
studios. Other times, Nancy
would have to travel to
Charlotte, Spartanburg, or elsewhere in the two-state area.
"The amount of time a job
takes depends on the job itself,"
said Nancy. She said that just
shooting for a print can take up
to four hours.
Despite the great amount of
time spent on modeling, Nancy
maintains a 4.0 GPR. "I am
really disciplined with my time,"

1

she said. "I wish I could add
more hours in the day because I
really need them." Nancy works
hard for her good grades by going to class every day, paying
close attention, and studying
diligently. This discipline has
allowed her to distribute her time
among her priorities evenly.
Sometimes, all this work seems
to be too much for her. "I get to
the point where I say I can't do it
all," Nancy said. "But somehow
I get it done. I don't think I'd
like it any other way. If I weren't
busy I couldn't stand it."
At these low points, the support of her parents and her boyfriend Matt is essential. "They
are behind me 100 percent
because they know I love doing
it," she said.
"My parents have been most
influential in my life," said
Nancy. "They are always so supportive. They say, 'Nancy, if you
want something bad enough, you
can do it, so go for it.' "
All the time she puts into
school and modeling has taken a
bite out of her social life. "I care
so much about my grades and
spend so much time modeling
that I don't get to go out much,
although I love to," she said.
Nancy said that she does take
good advantage of free time
when she has it, though.
One social activity that Nancy
is looking forward to is her sponsoring of a grandparent through
FCA. She will have an "adopted"
grandparent to take out to eat or

to a ballgame. "I'm looking forward to that because I love elderly
people . . . and kids."
Success isn't new to Nancy.
She was valedictorian of her high
school class. "That's one of my
biggest
accomplishments
because I worked so hard for it."
Nancy said that being Miss
Magnolia was a big accomplishment for her, also. "I am proud to
be at Clemson with such a big
faculty and such pretty girls. It
makes you feel important."
Importance in a world of
fashion shows and beauty
pageants hinges on a good figure.
Keeping in shape almost comes
easily to Nancy. "I don't do
anything like aerobics, but I run
so fast getting to places that it
makes up for the lack of exercising," she said jokingly. "I don't
like to eat at all. Most people say
'I have to have something to eat,'
but I don't."
Nancy had the opportunity to
go into modeling as a career over
the summer but decided to go on
with her education. On campus,
Nancy, a graphic communications major, is a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, a
matchmate for the tennis team,
and in Central Spirit.
"I'm not sure I'd like to join
the big market after college
because there is so much competition. I would want to, but I
don't know where one person
would stand with all the competition," she said. "I would love to
See Model, page 18
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Nancy Humphries

Don *t you wonder ?
The pyramids, the Grand Canyon, and Andre the Giant. These
are a few of the world's greatest wonders. I'm sure somebody spent a
lot of time thinking these up, but I have some different ideas.

RAMBLIN*

Hugh Gray
Features Editor
I don't want to imply that all those are bogus but didn't you ever
wonder about...
... Faceless names
\
Who is Beatrice? After almost every commercial about anything
from peanut butter to laundry detergent, that little red flag rolls out,
and someone says "We're Beatrice" in that aren't-you-glad-to-knowthis tone. Do you reckon Beatrice has a social security number?
... Candy crunches
How many licks does it take to get to the center of a tootsie-pop?
I know this is an old one but that dang owl had a point. I don't think
I've ever had a tootsie-roll lollie pop that I didn't crunch before I got
half-way through.

Eric Freshwater/staff photographer

Footloose
Taking advantage of the recent warm weather, Julie Herring and Wynn Betchman go
shoeless while studying in the shade near Calhoun Mansion.

Depression requires action
by Barbara Barham
College of Nursing
Almost everyone gets depressed
occasionally. It may be a fleeting
feeling or a serious problem
requiring some form of positive
action.

Living Weil
Most people are familiar with
reactive depression, in which
there is a definite relationship
between the symptoms and an
event or pattern of events in
one's life.

The loss of an important person or job are examples triggered
by events. The chronic depression experienced by a woman
who is abused by her husband
would be an example triggered
by patterns of events or lifestyle.
Numerous losses or stressors occurring within a short period of
time can trigger depression.
Sometimes people get depressed
without any obvious reason,
which is called endogenous
depression. The cause is
unknown, but many authorities
believe it has a genetic base,
possibly caused by inherited
physical or chemical differences

in certain people.
Depressed people have a variety
of symptoms. Feelings of sadness
or hopelessness are common. Irritability, changes in sleeping
patterns, and changes in sexual
drive are common symptoms.
Sometimes physical symptoms
which cannot be explained by
other conditions—headaches,
backaches and fatigue, for
example—signal depression. In
more severe depressions, people
tend to isolate themselves and
may think about suicide.
How can depression be handled? Sometimes it helps to think
See Living, page 18

... Animal thoughts
What do animals think about? I just have to believe that animals
think and plan. Have you ever let the dog and cat in the house while
Mom and Dad were gone? They can't make that much trouble by accident. Then, you get that gee-I-didn't-know-any-better look as your
parents pull in the drive.
... Fog bounds
Why is fog thick as pea soup? I think mashed potatoes would be
more descriptive. Pea soup has all those little vegetables floating
around in it, but mashed potatoes are just there. They are even white,
too, most of the time.
... Strategic engineering
How can electricians figure such strategic placement of power
outlets? Without knowing where the furniture is going, those guys
are able to hide outlets behind couches and cabinets consistently. The
other day I walked around a room three times before finding an outlet
and then, a table leg was in the way.
... Grammar
Who made up all the rules about grammar? Why does "i" have to
come before "e" except after "c" or when sounded as "a" as in nieneighbor and weigh.
The guy couldn't even make up his mind part of the time. Take
"oo" for example. He couldn't decide whether it should sound like
long "u" in "mood" or short "u" in "book."
These aren't the kinds of things you'll find in an almanac or encyclopedia. I guess the only thing for me to do is ask a guru. I wonder
how I'll find one.
Dr. Zenon wants to help clear the air. He says that, for any
answer you can give him, he has a question.
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Model

Living

continued from page 17
model locally."
In other people, Nancy likes to see
one particular characteristic—care.
"There is such a lack of care ... so
much apathy. Nobody knows what's
going on. That's what burns me up—
when they don't know what's going on
except in their own little world."
"I want everyone to care what others
do and about other people."
5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!

continued from page 17
about what's been going on ication prescribed by the family
recently in one's life and one's doctor. Counseling may be recreaction to it. This may be done ommended to deal with problems
alone or shared with a close contributing to depression.
Severe depressions which don't
friend.
Just taking time to examine respond to medication may be
one's situation and make positive eliminated by electric convulsive
changes often can eliminate a therapy, generally administered
reactive depression. Other reac- by a psychiatrist.
It's important to seek help imtive depressions disappear with
mediately for suicidal feelings.
time as events change.
Physical exercise and interac- Often just learning that someone
tion with other people, eating cares and that there are other opright, and getting enough sleep tions available can eliminate the
suicidal desires while the depresalso help.
sion is being treated. Most comWhen these simple measures
munities have special crisis telefail to eliminate depression, it is
wise to seek help. Endogenous phone numbers with counselors
depressions respond well to med- available 24 hours a day.

Happy
Birthday,
Dr. Henry!
ggs^^^^^^^^ssg5*1^^

SPRING BREAK '86 BAHAMA PARTY
SAIL AND PARTY IN THE BAHAMAS—
45- to 55-ft. YACHTS WITH CAPTAINS.
ALL BEVERAGES, FOOD AND EXPENSES INCLUDED.
SEVEN DAYS OF PARTYING IN THE SUN FOR ONLY-$395.
CALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR YACHT.
OZ CHARTER CO., FT. LAUDERDALE (305) 523-9259

GIVE YOUR VALENTINE(S) A PARTY
YOU CAN RENT

815 CREEKSIDE DRIVE—CLEMSON
WILL HOLD UP TO 219 PEOPLE
$100 per night (8 p.m.-2 a.m.) MON.-TUES.-WED.
$150 per night (8 p.m.-2 a.m.) THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
SPECIAL RATES FOR OTHER HOURS.

PLAN THE PERFECT PARTY TODAY
Call Elisabeth 654-4339 or 654-4344

HIGH-TECH SURVIVAL KIT
Microworks, Atlanta's fastest growing computer retailer, is now offering special discounts to students and faculty. We cater to both the
new user and those expanding their existing systems with full technical support and over-the-phone consultation. Come see us at
one of our three Atlanta locations, or we can ship directly to you.
AT&T PC 6300-The best
price/performance PC on the.
market. Two to three times
faster than the IBM PC.
• Seven full-card expansion
slots
• 8 mHz 8086 processor
(true 16 bit)
• Serial/Parallel
• Dos/Basic
Dual 360K drives

1895.00

360K drive, 20 mb hard
disk

2495.00

Volkswriter 3 —Without a doubt the most
powerful, yet easy to use word processing package
we carry.
• On-screen menu driven
• Text-merge capabilities
• Underline, Boldface, Subscript, Etc.
179.00

voll<swriter®3

All systems include 640K, Monochrome
Monitor, DOS/Basic, FREE system installation/user guide.

WYSE 30-A powerful
RS-232/Ascii terminal that
\NVSt
emulates Adds Viewpoint,
Hazeltine and Televideo ter
minals. Check with your
computer department
and then have us investigate system compatibility for you
-349.00
P-1200 external modem
—Fully Hayes compatible
-279.00
at almost half the price! ^—

Easydata 1200 Baud Modem (internal)—Fully
Hayes compatible.
-29.00
External modem cable
• Includes PC Talk 3 software
Purchase all three components as a package and
• Extra serial port
649.00
• 1 Year Warranty
225.00 SAVE! Package Price

Call now for a price quote on our full line of quality Hardware, Software, Accessories, and Supplies.
Or drop us your current mailing address to receive a complete University Price List.
CALL NOW

404-446-1678 A*, for University Program Dir.

Microworks
Georgia Tech Campus
350 Ferst Drive
Atlanta, Ga. 30332

Full Technical Support Hot-Line—(404) 447-6565

FOR SMART COMPUTER SOLUTIONS ON CAMPUS
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

Walk-ins
Welcomed

654-1902

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

123

Bypass
Rogers Plaza

PRICES GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY!

PRECISION
PROFESSIONAL
CUTS
I Body Waves & Perms

7.95 *»p | 29.95
(includes: shampoo & style) |
EXPIRES 2-20-86

& up

(includes: cut & style)
EXPIRES 2-20-86

Depends*
Graphics
CT^D

654-4599

1986-87
FINANCIAL AID
APPLY NOW!

>

Deadline Dates:
University Scholarships

February 15

Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant

February 15

Priority Deadlines:
College Work-Study
National Direct Student Loan
Nursing Student Loan
Pell Grant
Guaranteed Student Loan

April 1
April 1
April 1
As Soon As Possible
As Soon As Possible

* T-SHIRT SCREEN PRINTING
♦QUALITY PRODUCTS
♦QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

ALL YOU N€€D 1/ AN ID€A...
W6/UPPW TH€ R€/T!
/OSGoUetje/lue.

^boumtttom.Glemio*

acLj

Applications Are Available
In G01 Sikes
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Entertainment
Movie has all the trappings of a good romance
by Kelly Winters
staff writer
Falling in love—what a
favorite topic in movie scripts.
Boy meets girl, loses girl, then
gets girl back, has been an all too
common theme in many romancecentered movies.

Movie Review
But what happens when a
woman finds the right guy, and
then someone even worse comes
into her life, for the second time?
This question is answered in
the delightful and funny
Murphy's Romance, starring
Sally Field, James Garner, and
Brian Kerwin.
. Field plays Emma Mortality, a
woman who has been divorced
for two years and has a young
son. She moves to a small town
and rents a ranch, where she sets
up a horse-training and boarding
business.
Garner plays Murphy Jones, a
widower who owns a drugstore in
the town. He and Emma talk
casually in town a couple of times
and end up at the same horse auction, where Murphy buys a horse
he ends up putting in Emma's
care.
Meanwhjile, Emma's exhusband (played by Brian Kerwin)
shows up and convinces Emma

file photo

James Garner and Sally Field in Murphy's Romance.
to let him stay at the ranch, since
he is out of work.
So there is Emma caught in the
middle of all this. She likes

Murphy a lot, but she still feels a
sort of obligation to her exhusband, Bobby Jack, even
though he is a complete jerk.

The film shows us with honest
simplicity what goes on between
the three people and Emma's son

Jake: the jealousy and. competition between Murphy and Bobby
Jack for Emma's attention;
Emma's confusion about how
everyone, including herself, feels;
and the funny irks of personality
of the different characters that
show through in gestures, expresssions, and words.
Emma is lonely and does "not
want to live like a nun," but she
is unsure about what to do. She
feels pressure from the son because he loves having his father
around and she can see that.
Murphy is also lonely, but
strong, content with his dinners
with local older women until he
meets Emma, who is more than
20 years younger.
Bobby Jack is the kind of man
who, unfortunately, many
women have to deal with at one
time or another: the kind that
always wants a second chance.
His fiery attitude provides some
of the best scenes of the film. One
good insight into his character is
what he tells Murphy one day
when they are out in the stables:
that once you are a husband to a
woman, she is yours forever, no
matter what. Slightly over confident, isn't he?
If you like a good romance, this
movie has all the trappings. Be
warned, however, that it does not
have a complicated plot—but
isn't simplicity nice sometimes?

No light shines in Sun City
In the fetid land of South Africa, there
is a "city of the Sun" where the light
never shines. It's a place where some
have sworn never to perform. It's called
Sun City and its time has almost run
out.

THE BEAT GOES ON

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment Editor
Little Steven Van Zandt and other artists concerned about the evils of apartheid have come together to speak as one
against the South African question.
Their voices, hopefully, are only the
beginning of a united protest against
apartheid.
In the wake of Live Aid, Band Aid and
Farm Aid, the "Sun City" single has
made a very similar impact and statement. Many artists have refused to perform at the resort complex of Sun City,
and with just cause. To play in Sun City
would mean to support what Sun City
stands for and what the South African
government espouses.
Some see nothing wrong with the present situation in South Africa. Sure,
there's nothing wrong when 23 million
people aren't allowed to vote because of
the color of their skin, when they aren't
even considered citizens. This is a just
system?
"Sun City" raises the question: How
long can we stand by and let this insalubrious sickness rage? The complete
answer has yet to be found, but bits and
pieces are already falling into place.
The wide cross section of artists involved in the recording of "Sun City"
shows there is a major concern about the
pestiferous way of life termed apartheid.

Families are split apart, children are
beaten in the streets, many others are
simply killed. "Sun City" tries to open
our eyes to the injustices perpetuated
there. The song itself describes the conditions under which the blacks are
forced to live.
"Relocation to Phony Home Lands"
tells how blacks are forced off the lands
of their ancestors to live in shanty
towns, and yet the South African government sees this as justice.
"Freedom Is a Privilege" is more than
self-explanatory. The blacks in South
Africa have no freedom. When you are
forced to show ID before entering a city
to let the government officials know you
aren't a citizen, that's not freedom.
Black Americans should readily identify with the concept behind "Sun City."
Black America has only tasted true
"freedom" in the last 20 years, with the
culmination of the civil rights movement. The record speaks true 'when it
says "We're stabbing our brothers and
sisters in the back" by turning a deaf ear
to their cause in South Africa.
To play in Sun City means everything
in the City of the Sun is all right. To
dance in the City of the Sun where the
light of freedom never shines means that
you are dancing to a tune without a beat.
This song can't last forever.
Artists United Against Apartheid is a
positive musical force that has yet to
have its greatest impact. The total impact of "Sun City" on us as Americans
is hard to measure. It can mean different
things to everybody, But the true meaning can't be denied. The abomination
is apartheid.
"Sun City" will etch its way into
musical history. Will it be remembered?
Better yet, how will it be remembered?
Only the future will tell. But for now,
let's let "Sun City" play.

Regional Notes
Chamber Music Series
Pianists Lillian Harder and Sharon
Sawyer will perform Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium. Admission is free.

Performing Artists Series
The Carl Ratcliff Dance Theatre will
perform Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium. Admission is $6 for the
public and $4 for students.

University Gospel Choir
The University Gospel Choir will hold
its annual Gospel Explosion Feb. 16 at
8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Admission
is free.

Other Bright Colors
Rock band Other Bright Colors will perform Thursday and Friday nights at
9 p.m. in Edgar's. Admission is $2.

file photo

Sandra Reaves-Phillips portrays the sultry Josephine Baker.

Phillips comes toClemson
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
Jazz and blues singer/actress Sandra
Reaves-Phillips will bring her one-woman
show to Clemson on Tuesday evening at
8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
Phillips will present "The Late Great
Ladies of Blues and Jazz," which is a portrayal of six blues and jazz legends:
Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey, Ethel Waters,
Billie Holliday, Josephine Baker, and
Dinah Washington. She does a separate
tribute to each one.
Phillips was born in Mullins, where she
worked in the fields as a migrant worker
and honed her singing talent in local
talent shows and in church.
After moving to New York, Phillips
began working in small clubs performing
as an actress, musician, and dancer.
During one of these performances, she

landed a recording contract with Epic
records, which resulted in an album of her
own compositions.
Off-Broadway appearances followed until her big break came in the Tony Awardwinning Broadway show Raisin, in which
she portrayed Mama Younger. Other
Broadway stage shows to her credit include American Dreams, Champeen, One
Mo' Time, Miss Moffat, Don't Play Us
Cheap, and Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas.
Off-Broadway, Phillips has been
featured in Blues in the Night, Sparrow in
Flight, Basin Street, Stompin' at the
Savoy, and Opening Night
Her film and television credits include
Death Wish, Harry and Tonto, Marathon
Man, Wolf en, Serpico, and Another
World.
Admission is $1 for students and $2 for
faculty and staff.
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New music makes path to soul
by Judy Molnar
office manager
Today's music is the path to a
person's soul. The arrival of new
groups is a common phenomenon
with each trying to establish a
new beat.

Album Review
This week Le Mans and Flip
,are the feature albums of the
week. Both bands have a fresh
and exciting sound.
Le Mans has a new adventurous sound that is in step with
the new sound of the '80s. Peter
Marrino is the hot new lead
singer with high aspirations for
his band.
Three of the hottest tracks from
the album are "Love Lies," "Never
Wanna See You Cry," and "Chain
Around Your Heart."
These three exemplify the
quality of this new group. The
potential is in the style of Le
Man's rock 'n' roll sound. The
group is on an up swing, with
local popularity originating in
Chicago.
Le Mans is a group on the

move and being number one in
the midst of this upbeat music
scene of the '80s is the group's
main priority.
Flip is another new dynamic
band with a sound of its own. The
five member band has put
together an upbeat sound with
smooth overtunes.
It is rock without all the heavy
metal antics. Their music is easy
to understand, with a slow, inviting, let-loose attitude. The
music is fresh and alive as it
keeps you wanting to hear more.
The definite stand-out tracks
on their newly released album are

Heart," and a slow ballad,
"That's What They Say." All
three are hot items and have individual styles.
This new band with right connections and breaks will be at the
top in the future. Flip is a band
that you will "flip" over if given
a lending ear.
Tracy Langston/staff photographer
The alluring qualities of the
beat in rock 'n' roll are everpresent in these two new groups,
Le Mans and Flip. Each present
a style of their own, and have a
Members of the rock band, Cruis-O-Matics, rocked the
promising lead on the pursuit of house last Thursday night in Edgar's.
the never-never land of the rock
'n' roll business.

Rockin' the beat

Players to perform tonight
When Hell Freezes Over I'll Skate is a
mixture of rock, calypso, ballads, and
gospel that tries to capture the black experience in a song and dance review.
The show consists of the poetry of such
greats as Paul Laurence Dunbar,
Langston Hughes, Nikki Hiovanni, and
others. It also contains original dance and
music and a salute to Billie Holliday,
Bessie Smith, and other blues singers of
the time.
The Henderson-Davis Players cast will
feature a company of 13 performers and a
small orchestra. Those in the cast include
Darryl Bowers, a professional drama major from Hilton Head; Amelia A. Allen, a
professional drama major from Conway;

Henderson-Davis Players

Pamela Campbell, a marketingaccounting major from Mullins; Jocelyn
Deas, a home economics major from
Charleston; A. Barney Griffin, a professional drama major from Greenville;
Donald D. Newton, a pre-med major from
E still; Ruthie R. Gamble, a professional
drama major from Greeleyville; Marcus
A. Sherman, a music education major
from Sellers; Pamela Harper, a music
education major from Orangeburg;
Wanda Ritchey, a professional drama major from Orangeburg; Todd Sherman, an
electrical engineering major from Miami,
Fla.; and Anthony Kendrick, a professional drama major from Gastonia, N.C.

file photo

PIZZA PUB
654-3000

PIZZA PUB

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL, ACROSS FROM LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

Two Free Milkshakes
with Any
Large Pizza

Ask for a menu, if you
don't have one . .

NOW DELIVERING DESSERTS, TOO!
PIZZA PUB

ICECREAM
Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Heavenly Hash
65C single scoop

One Free Sundae
with Any
Medium Pizza

Butter Almond
Butter Pecan
Lime Sherbet
Fudge Royal
$1.10 double scoop

PIZZA PUB

MILKSHAKES
$1.25
Made from any of the above flavors.
SUNDAES
$175
Choice of two scoops of ice cream plus hot fudge,
whipped cream, nuts, and a cherry.

CHEESECAKE

$1.25

Plain or topped with cherry, pineapple, or
strawberry topping.

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

50<POFF
Any Mini Pizza

$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium or
Large Pizza

Mini One-Topping Pizza,
Tossed Salad, and
Soft Drink
Only $3.50 + tax

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

Oven-Baked Italian
Sub with Chips
and a Pickle

Steak Sandwich
with Chips
and a Pickle
$3.00 + tax

Small, Two-Topping
Pizza
$5.00 + tax

Buy Any Small, Medium,
or Large Pizza and Get
Equal Pizza
HALF PRICE

$3.00 + tax

Two Single-Scoop
Servings of Ice Cream
with Any Small Pizza!

Please advise us that you are
using a coupon when you place
your order. Coupons not
valid with any other specials
or offers.
Thank you!
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
7 Days a Week
Starting at 11:30 A.M. Daily

654-3000
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Tigers' comeback falls short; Pack prevails
Tigers take NC State to
by David Brandes
assistant sports editor
With a seemingly commanding six-point lead
and under a minute to play, the Wolfpack from NC
State appeared well in control.
All they had to do was simply let the clock run
down and collect their 15th win of the season. But
even though they eventually got 73-69 victory,
there was nothing simple about it.
Behind by six, the Tigers stormed into a tie
thanks to three consecutive baskets by Glenn Corbit,
the last coming with only 15 seconds remaining. A
foul with four seconds left put State's Ernie Myers,
an 88 percent free throw shooter, on the line.
After Myers sank the two free throws, the
Tigers' Grayson Marshall drove the length of the
court and sank the game-tying shot from the top of
the key, sending the contest into overtime.
However, despite the Tigers' hustling efforts in
the overtime period, the NC State Wolfpack eventually prevailed, capturing their sixth Atlantic Coast
Conference victory against three losses. State is
15-6 overall while the Tigers fell to 14-8 overall and
2-6 in the ACC.
"Our problem was obvious, we couldn't put the
ball in the hole," head coach Cliff Ellis said. "Our
biggest enemy was ourselves."
The Tigers shot a dismal 42 percent for the
game including a 39 percent clip in the second half.
State, in contrast, shot 53 percent for the game including a hot 56 percent in the first stanza.
"The game may have looked a little sloppy, but I
think it was great basketball," said NC State head
coach Jimmy Valvano. "I thought we played well
for about an 18 minute stretch in the second half
because we were on the verge of a good working
margin but then we fell apart in the last 58 seconds.
"I think that last minute was total chaos, but we
gave them the opportunity to come back and they
took advantage of it."
The Tigers were unable to stay with the Wolf-

pack during overtime.
The contest was tied at 63 with 3:00 to play in
overtime, but Bennie Bolten hit two jumpers to
send State on to victory.
"Everyone was hanging their heads and acting
real glum at the end of regulation," State's Myers
said. "We just had to get our heads together and
realize it was a whole new ball game, and we still had
a chance to win it."
Both teams played even throughout the first
half until the 9:30 mark, when the Tigers opened up
a 20-14 lead. However, the Wolfpack forged back
using a 16-4 run to eventually take a 30-24 lead.
However, even that lead was not to stand as the
Tigers finished the scoring with a spurt to tie at the
half 32-32.
The Tigers had five players in double figures
paced by Glenn Corbit with 14; Horace Grant with
12; and Glen McCants, Larry Middleton, and
Grayson Marshall with 10 apiece.
"They hit some key shots," Ellis said. "We had
a couple of good minutes there, but I'm surprised it
went into overtime. I really am.
"We just don't want to shoot with any type of
confidence. Shooting like we shot tonight isn't going to win any ball games."
Corbit said that the Tigers were inconsistent.
"We just got down and played hard at the end," he
said. "If we had played hard for 40 minutes, maybe
it would have been different at the end."
NC State was led by Bolton's 17 points and
Myers' 15. Nate McMillan added 14 and Charles
Shackleford 13.
Grant's 15 rebounds led Clemson to a 42-32 advantage in that category. Myers grabbed eight for
State.
"I feel like I'm basically a shooter, and a shooter
should have no fear," Bolton said. "I wanted those
shots."

Bryan Fortune/head photographer

Glenn Corbit goes up high for a layup Wednesday night
against the Pack in Littlejohn.
-^;

New arena provides same result I think ....
by Tim Crawford
staff writer

Cliff Ellis' Tigers are fighting an
uphill battle. Not only do they have to
contend with seven conference opponents, many of which consistently
hover atop the national polls, but now
they have run into an even more formidable foe—themselves.

There's good news and bad news for the
Tiger basketball team in Chapel Hill. The
good news is that Carmichael Auditorium, where they never won a game, is closed to them forever. The bad news is that
the new Dean Smith Student Activities
Center is open and just as tough to win in.
Perhaps it was the cardboard scoreborad in the corner that reminded them of
Carmichael; or the fact that the floor
featured that same familiar state logo.
Either wav. the end result remained the
same, defeat, as the Tigers, trying to
an 85-67 conference win Saturday over
the Tigers.
The Tigers caught the Tar Heels offguard with their three-guard offense.
UNC coach Dean Smith remained on the
bench for the first 10 minutes of the
game, studying the Tigers, trying to
unravel the' mystery of their offense.
Meanwhile, the Tigers stayed close, exchanging baskets with the Tar Heels,
even going ahead twice in the first half.
However, Smith eventually figured out
the Tigers' new offensive scheme and the
Tar Heels used scoring spurts of six, four,
and 12 points to pull away from the
Tigers 37-23 at the half.
Poor Shooting
A major contributor to the Tigers' poor
first half shooting, 32.2 percent, was the
defensive pressure applied by the UNC
big men Brad Daugherty and Warren
Martin.
"Defensively, we were very good," said
Dean Smith. "They kept making shots
with hands in their faces."
The Tar Heels also benefited from hot
outside shooting by guard Steve Hale and
Kenny Smith. Hale was 5-5 in the first
half; Smith was 4-6.
The Tigers were led in scoring by
Horace Grant and Grayson Marshall with
15 points apiece. Marshall added nine
assists and handled the ball well against
the highly rated Smith and Hale.
Michael Tait also showed that he could
handle the ball. In his first start as a
Tiger, the sophomore repeatedly penetrated inside, past the guards, only to find
Daugherty, Martin, and Joe Wolf in his
way.

TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
"Our biggest enemy right now is
ourselves," Ellis said after watching his
Tigers fall in overtime to the NC State
Wolfpack Wednesday night in Littlejohn. "When you start playing against
yourself, you're going to have trouble."
That trouble has become quite apparent in recent weeks, as the Tigers
have dropped seven of their last eight
games, losses which have been marked
by turnovers, poor shooting, and just
plain bad luck.
Ellis also cited a definite lack of
leadership among the Tigers, pointing
out the lack of someone taking charge
when the game was on the line, "We
really miss someone like Vinnie
Hamilton," Ellis said, "someone who
could take charge on the court and take
those key shots. Nobody wants to do
that right now, and that is hurting us."
Tim Crawford/staff photographer

Tar Heel Kenny Smith applies the pressure as Grayson Marshall looks
for an open man in Saturday's game in Chapel Hill.
The Tigers could get no closer than 12
points on the second half as the Tar Heels
once again used aggressive inside play to
shut down Grant and Glen McCants on
the boards.
New-found Offense
Clemson was forced into a faster tempo
game in the second half that took them
out of their original game plan. However,
they were plagued throughout the whole
game by the ball not falling, despite getting the shots they wanted.
"I thought we executed our offense well
until we got close to the basket," said
Tiger coach Cliff Ellis, "We just missed
two many close shots."

Tait agreed. "I thought it was a great
game plan," he said. "It worked exceptionally well in the first half, but I had
several shots blocked because I
penetrated too far."
Horace Grant siad: "If we had run the
ball up-tempo like we used to, the game
would have been much closer. We didn't
play as hard as we needed to.
"I don't know if we'll use it [the threeguard offense] again; it depends on the opponent and the situation."
Grayson Marshall said that he had had
his doubts about the offense before the
game. "I didn't think it would work as
well as it did; I thought we would have to
come out of it earlier than we did."

Seating arrangement
A quick lookraround Littlejohn Coliseum Wednesday night during the
Clemson/NC State game laid proof to
the fact that something is missing from
Tiger basketball—the sixth man.
Even though the Tigers had been
struggling as of late, the game marked
the first home game in nearly two weeks
and there figured to be a good crowd on
hand to help the team get back on the
winning track.
Instead some 7,000 or so folks made
the game, and until the winning stages
of the game, the number might as well
been 700.
The time has come to give Clemson
students a break—the rafter seats have
got to go. If less than half of the lower
See Trail, page 26
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Road woes
Lady Tigers fall to 'Bama and USC on the road
by Dean Soil
staff writer
The Lady Tiger basketball
team suffered two losses last
week, dropping non-conference
road games at Alabama and
South Carolina.
Alabama
The Lady Tigers found out
what "roll-tide" really meant last
Saturday afternoon as they dropped an 88-69 decision to the
University of Alabama in
Tuscolusa.
In the first half, the Crimson
Tide capitalized on the Tigers
shooting 38 percent from the
floor and committing 14 turnovers to open up a 13-point advantage.
"We turned the ball over entirely too much," said coach
Annie Tribble. "Turnovers and
poor shooting are our worst
enemies."
The Lady Tigers stayed with
Alabama early with Louise
Greenwood hitting a 10-foot
jumper with 15:50 left, drawing
Clemson to within two points at
8-6. But Alabama answered with
a 16-4 run powered by Dee Dee
Davis, who scored eight of her 12
points during the streak, and the
Tide went on to take a 48-35
halftime lead.
Late in the second half, Clem-

son drew to within six points on
two free throws by Ramona O'Neal
with 7:10 remaining, only to see
Alabama roar back with eight
unanswered points to go up
77-63 with just five minutes to
play.
"They pressed us the whole
game," said Clemson guard
Cheryl Nix. "Their guards were
too quick to keep up with.
"They got a big lead and it was
hard for us to catch up," Nix
said. "Their defensive pressure
the whole game hurt us."
Melinda Ashworth led the
Lady Tigers with 24 points, while
Julie Larson addied 14 points
and 9 rebounds.
Carol Smith paced the Crimson
Tide with 29 points, along with
10 rebounds.
South Carolina
The Lady Gamecocks hadn't
beaten Clemson in their six
previous meetings. That seemed
to be all the motivation they
needed to avenge an earlier loss
suffered in Littlejohn Coliseum.
Led by Brantley Southers, who
scored eight of the Lady
Gamecock's first 10 points,
Carolina jumped out to an early
10-4 lead. The Lady Tigers
fought back and eventually tied
the score at 27 on a 22-foot
jumper by point guard Nickey

Cheryl Nix
The Lady Gamecocks used a
mixture of easy layups and outside jumpers during the first 10
minutes of the second half to
build a 13-point lead.
"They were in their own gym
and had a lot of loud fans at the
game," said Tiger guard Cheryl
Nix. "We hung in there as long
as we could, but they had the
momentum throughout the
game."

Gamecock guard Mindy Ballou
dealt out 14 assists in the game,
tying the school's single-game
record. She also became the alltime assist leader, for both
women's and men's teams, in
Gamecock basketball with 535.
The Lady Tigers suffered
through yet another poor shooting
night
against
the
Gamecocks, converting on just
42 percent of their shots from the
field.
"If you don't put the ball in the
hole, you're not going to win,"
said coach Annie Tribble. "We
are trying to find five people who
are providing on the same
night."
South Carolina was able to
maintain a working margin of 10
to 13 points in the second half
and went on to defeat Clemson
86-72. They were led by
Brantley Southers' 28 points and
11 rebounds.
The Lady Tigers had a balanced
scoring attack, with Janet
Knight, Julie Larson, Louise
Greenwood, Malina Ashworth,
and Nickey Lynch all scoring in
double figures.
The Lady Tigers will be trying
to climb back into the ACC race
when they travel to Durham to
take on the Duke Blue Devils on
Saturday and go to Maryland on
Monday to face the Terrapins.

Woodsy Owl for
Clean Water

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Tiger booters selected
Three University soccer
players have been selected to
play on the United States Soccer Federation national team in
an international tournament
next week in Florida.
Juniors Eric Eichmann and
Gary Conner and sophomore
Bruce Murray will report to
team coach Luther Isiander in
Miami on Jan. 31, where they
will begin to practice for the
tournament. The U.S. team will
meet national teams from
Canada and Uruguary in the
tournament, whose top teams
will advance to the World Cup
Tournament.
Conner, a junior from
St. Louis, led both Clemson and
the ACC in both total points
and goals scored in 1985. Conner, who also led Clemson scoring in 1984, finished the '85
season with 21 goals and six

assists for 48 total points.
Eichmann, a junior from
Margate, Fla., led the Tigers
and the ACC in assists in 1985.
His 19 assists last season set a
Clemson single-season assist
record and fell just two short of
tying the conference record.
Eichmann also scored 11 goals
for a second-high team total of
41 points.
Murray, a sophomore from
Potomac, Md., finished third in
Clemson scoring in 1985. The
1984 National Rookie-of-theYear, Murray scored nine goals
and offered 14 assists for a total
of 32 points.
Assistant Soccer Coach
Gregg Swanson said, "A great
opportunity exists for all
players in this tournament, not
just our players from
Clemson."

MLF

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
UNIVERSITY RING

50% OFF

ALREADY MARKED DOWN
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CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

nATP Feb. 11-13
PLACE:

Clemson Bookstore

Class of 1987!
First Chance to Order!
Class of 1986!
Last Chance to Order
and Receive
Before Graduation!
t'&tf '

T1MP 9-4:30 p.m

$20.00 Deposit

a

CLEARANCE
MERCHANDISE

MAURICES
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women!
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Division ot Carnation Company
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High flying
Dixie Skydivers find fun among the clouds

by Kyle Gambrell
staff writer

"Thrill-seekers." "Deathdefying." "Brain-dead." And
just plain "Stupid."
The Dixie Skydivers have
heard all these titles placed on
their addicting hobby and have
learned to laugh off the uninformed's ignorance. But given
the chance, any member will
quickly jump on the opportunity
to educate those who do not
realize that skydiving is safer
than driving a car or working on
a farm.
And Dixie Skydiver president
David Robinson says the sport is
getting safer every day.
"Those old war movies and
other shows that show jumpers
are really outdated," Robinson
said. "Both the main parachute
and the reserve chute are positioned on the back now. The
pubic's misconception is based
on old stories of faulty and outdated equipment. In fact, it is
more dangerous driving to and
from the drop zone than it is
to skydive."
For instance, in 1984 there
were over 2 million jumps made
throughout the U.S. with only 33
fatalities. Skydiving is statistically not a dangerous sport.
The Dixie Skydivers Club is a
University funded organization
that was established over 20
years ago. It was a novel idea
back then and is now the oldest
collegiate sport parachute club in
the nation.
Throughout the club's history,
safety has been the number-one
priority and this year's members
are certainly enhancing that
positive image.
The club is headed by veteran
divers who have more than 400

practice flying in formation, also
known as relative work.
The club hopes to display its
relative work expertise next year
at the Collegiate Nationals held
in Arizona over Christmas break.
It is a four-round tournament
that is scored on the number of
formations that a team can
execute before breaking to
deploy their silks.
The club also has a spring
break trip planned for a St.
Patrick's Day festival in Florida.
Not only does the club serve as
a great hobby organization but it
also enjoys many social activities. Several times a year big parties are officially started by club
members jumping into the area.
There are also big festival parties
after competitions and skydiving
conventions. One other claim to
fame is that Johnny Carson is an
honorary member of the Dixie
Skydivers.
Besides jumping competitively, the club also does
demonstration jumps throughout the upstate area. They jump
for any University organization
at cost and charge a small fee for
any other demonstration dive.
The members see public performances as a chance to promote
their club, the University, and
their hobby and as a chance to
dispel some of the rumors surrounding the sport.
The club also welcomes anyone
interested in going up in the
plane with them in order to view
skydiving from a better vantage
point. There is a small fee for this
in order to defray the cost of fuel.
Anyone interested in a plane
ride, joining the club, or having
them start your next party with
a bizarre twist, call David Robinson at 654-8756.

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

John Robinson, David Robinson, and Gary Malstrom (L-R) take to the sky over
Clemson as members of the Dixie Skydivers.
jumps encased in all the nylon
and rolled cords. It also has
members who will be making
their first jump this weekend.
To become a member of the
club, a $125 fee has to be paid
that covers all jump training, a
United States Parachute Association membership, and a $25,000

limited liability insurance policy.
The club furnishes all the
equipment for student jumpers.
Student Government recently
purchased six state-of-the-art
parachute rigs for the club that
have been well received by the
club members.
Rookie jumpers train for 10-12

hours before the first jump is
made. Even then, safety features
have been built into the equipment to avoid any chance of
a mishap.
The club members jump nearly
every weekend, weather permitting, at Oconee County Airport to gain experience and to

BODY TALK

Clemson Nautilus Style!
Prorated Fees:
School Year $190
Semester $90
CLEMSON NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER, INC.
LAKEVIEW MALL • HIGHWAY 123
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
JACK POLLARD
MARK POLLARD

Ph. 664-3066
654-3178
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CHANELO S ITALIAN FOODS INC
107 College Avenue S^7C\\IT^S
Clemson S C 29631 ^1™2J>^\
g Mon thru Thurs 11 AM til 1 AM
= Fri thru Sal
11 AM til 2 AM
x
Sunday
11 AM til 12 PM
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o
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SUBS » SPAGHFTTI « LASAGNA » PIZZA » SOUP & SALAD BAR
When CHANELO'S prepares a
pizza for you it's all fresh. The
meats, vegetables, cheese, the
dough and sauce are prepared
in CHANELO'S stores every
day. CHANELO'S dough is
chewy n'delicious and when
covered with special sauce,
loaded with cheese. Topped
with your favorite toppings,
baked to perfection. You have
it. The Best!
If you've never eaten a
CHANELO'S PIZZA try one! If
you have, tell a friend. They'll
appreciate it.

lP»i;KI:K»V DINE-IN DELIGHTS
DAILY FROM 11 AM to 9? M. DINE IN ONLY
7" PIZZA 1 TOPPING + SALAD BAR + ICED TEA
7" PIZZA 1 TOPPING + SOUP BAR + ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH + SALAD BAR + ICED TEA
SHORT SANDWICH + SOUP BAR + ICED TEA
SOUP ♦ SALAD BAR t ICED TEA

TAKE YOUR PICK ONLY 3.25
ALLU-CANEAT
SALAD BAR. $2.59

l^LuiiiiilJk

SOUP BAR • $1.89

Che,s Sa,ad $350

(Lettuce. Tomato, Black Olives, Pepperoni,
Ham, Turkey, Cheese, Carrots, Bacon Bits)
Choice ol Dressing: Thousand Island-FrenchItalitan, Blue Cheese.

Crisp Tossed Salad

(£$jJM&t

SUPERIOR CHEESE PIZZA
10" Cheese $4.00
14" Cheese $5.60
16" Cheese $6.95
20" Cheese $9.95

1.40

SUBS

FRESH BAKED DAILY

FOOT
SHORT LONG
THE SUPERSUB

2 70

3.90

2.70

3.90

SALAMI. HAM SAUCE. CHEESE. BAKED
HAM & CHEESE

MUSTARD. HAM. LETTUCE. TOMATO. CHEESE

Take Your Pick of
iPtWiiiirav' TOPPINGS

en

Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham,
Canadian Bacon, Black Olives,
Green Olives, Sausage, Onions,
Ground Beef, Green Peppers,
Jalapinos, Anchovies, Xtra
Cheese, Xtra Thick Crust.
10" Pizza
.80 Per Topping
14" Pizza $1.25 Per Topping
16" Pizza $1.40 Per Topping
20" Pizza $2.00 Per Topping
JptViiCl^aV. SUPREME PIZZA
10 Toppings for the price of 5
Cheese-Pepperoni-MushroomsHam-Canadian Bacon-OnionsGreen Peppers-Black OlivesSausage-Anchovies-(if requested).
10"
14"
16"
20"

REG. CRUST
J 7.45
$11.50
513.50
$18.50

iPtt.iKHitaV

THICK CRUST
S 8.25
$12.75
$14.90
$20.50

DINNERS

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
5.25
Spaghetti & Meat Balls
6.00
Lasagna
6.50
All Dinners served with Hot Garlice Bread,
Salad, Iced Tea

CO
CO

VERSUVIAN STEAK

2 70 3.90

MUSTARD. MAYO. LETTUCE. TOMATO. HAMBURGER
STEAK
TURKEY

2 70

3.90

TURKEY WHITE MEAT. LETTUCE. TOMATO. MAYO
THE ITALIAN

2.70

SALAMI. HAM, ONIONS

PEPPERS

3.90

SAUCE. CHEESE

BAKED
THE HOAGIE

2.70 3.90

MUSTARD, MAYO. SALAMI. HAM. LETTUCE. TOMATO.
OLIVE OIL
THE CHEESE & MEATBALL

2.90

4.00

MOZZARELLA CHEESE. MEATBALLS. SAUCE
THE HOT ROAST BEEF

2.90 4.00

MUSTARD LETTUCE TOMATO. ROAST BEEF

THE DANNY FORD
!IT HAS EVERYTHING!

3.00 4.50

TUfiKFY . ROAST BEEF • HAM • CHFESE • LETTUCE
TOMATO • MUSTARD • MAYO

mt
x^C%

THE WINNER

DRINKS

Coke

egg

ROOT BEER
12 02.

.55

Sprite,
ICED TEA
20 02.

.75

DINE IN—CARRY OUT
FAST FREE DELIVERY
CALL CHANELO'S

654-6990
3.50 Minimum Order on Campus
6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area
DELIVERY STARTS DAILY AT 11 A.M.

$1.00 OFF
14" REG. PRICE PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

O
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£0

COUPON GOOD FOR
DINEIN-DELIVERY
TOGO
FOR COUPON CREDIT
PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

EXPIRES: FRI., 2-21-86

$1.50 OFF
16" REG. PRICE PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
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£0

COUPON GOOD FOR
DINEIN-DELIVERY
TOGO
FOR COUPON CREDIT
2
PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

EXPIRES: FRI., 2-21-86

$2.00 OFF
20" REG. PRICE PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

COUPON GOOD'FOR
DINEIN-DELIVERY
TO QO
FOR COUPON CREDIT

EXPIRES: FRI., 2-21-86
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PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

COUPON GOOD FOR
DINE IN ONLY
12-2 P.M.

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
SOUP & SALAD
BAR
ONLY $2.50 EVEN
EXPIRES: FRI., 2-21-86
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FOR COUPON CREDIT
S
PLEASE TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON
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Swimmers split with USC Moses named MVP
by Eric Keller
staff writer

Other winners for Clemson included a pair of AU-Americans.
Captain Linda Rutter captured
first in the 200 free, while
sophomore Pam Hayden took the
200 meter butterfly.
. Sophomore Nadra Simmons
won the 100 back and combined
with Rutter, Grodsky, and
Simmons to garner honors in the
400 medley relay.
Head Coach Bob Boettner
said, "Our girls were outstanding. We won a lot of close races
which was good since they (USC)
had tapered. The key for us now
is tapering in preparation for the
ACCs and NCAAs.
"UNC, the only team who
barely beat us, and Virginia will
be a tough challenge. They are
both in the top ten. Our goal is to
move into the top five in the
country at Nationals."
The victory over USC leaves
the now 11th ranked Lady Tigers
with a 5-1 record for the season.

The Clemson swimmers again
achieved a split this weekend.
The men dropped their third
straight decision at the hands
of the Gamecocks by a margin
of 72-41, while the women got
by the eighth-ranked USC
team 74-66.
The win by the Lady Tigers, in
Columbia, marked the first time
in nine years that a Clemson
women's team has beaten a
Gamecock women's squad.
Again, as in their meet with
the University of North Carolina,
the opposition had rested part of
their squad in preparation for the
Tigers.
Women
The extremely talented Lady
Tigers were led this week by
Ruth Grodsky. The freshman
standout was a triple winner.
She took honors in the 100 and
200 meter breaststroke and the
200 meter individual medley
relay. Her times in both breaststroke events were good enough
to qualify for the NCAAs as well
as both being new school records.
Junior Molly Kueny was a
double winner in the 1650 and
500 freestyle races. In the
former, Kueny also set a new
school record and qualified for
the NCAAs.

Men
"The men's score really didn't
show how close the meet was.
There were many events where
we were beaten out by just fractions of a second," commented
Assistant Coach Jim Sheridan.
So the story continued for the
men, who had lost their two
previous meets in the last relay
by just fractions of a second.
Last year's ACC Diver-of-the-

Enjoy sports?

by Eric Keller
staff writer

Moily Kueny
Year Chuch Wade was the bright
spot for the Tigers. Wade swept
both one and three meter boards
with scores of 188.5 and 204.30
respectively.
Freshman Rick Aronberg
added the 500 free to his list of
victories through the year. Tim
Welting set a season high in the
200 fly.
"We swam well as tired as we
are," noted Coach Boettner.
"Again they shaved and tapered
all of their sprinters. We're not a
team of stars anymore. We are
depending on the underclassmen.
Rick Aronberg, Jeff Poland, and
Jeff Stachelek are all doing a
good job for us. I think our being
tired will provide good results in
the end."

Clemson was represented this
past weekend at the 35th annual VMI Winter Relays.
Twenty-two teams traveled to
Lexington, Va., to participate
in the event that was not team
scored.
Clemson track star Greg
Moses was the standout of the
affair, winning two events.
Moses was named the meet's
outstanding performer or MVP
for his efforts.
Winners
Moses won the 55-meter dash
with a time of 6.23 seconds. He
also copped first in the 300meter dash with a time of 34.45
seconds.
Clemson took first and fifth
in the 500 meters as Marcus
Black won with a 1:03.74 time,
while teammate Kerwin
Johnson recorded an effort of
1:06.47.
In the 1500 meters, Clemson
again took both first and fifth.
Winning was Bob Wotring with
a 3:56.26. Henrek Skov took
fifth with a 4:01.45.
The Tigers also took a couple
of seconds as Chris Schoen
finished second in the 1000
meters. The Tiger 1600 meter
relay team placed second with a
time of 3:19.72.
The 3200 relay team placed
with a Hme of 7:57.47. John

Everett also garnered a thirdplace finish in the 3000 meters.
Field
Shelton Boyer led the field
end for Clemson by winning the
high jump with a leap of 7 feet
1 Vi inches. Boyer then failed at
three attempts at 7 feet 3V2
inches, which is the qualifying
height for the NCAA indoor
meet.
Kelvin Sykes also contributed for Clemson in the triple
jump. Sykes hopped, stepped
and jumped for a total distance
of 49 feet, Vt inch.
'We had some pretty fair performances by our key people,"
replied Head Coach Wade
Williams. "We need some improvement so we can increase
our depth factor."
Season
Next week Clemson's Track
and Field team will travel to
Florida to compete in the
Florida Invitationals. Teams
from Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Georgia Tech, Mississippi and
North Carolina will participate.
On March 1, Clemson will
host what could be called a
"last chance" meet. All the
ACC teams will be in attendance. According to Coach
Williams, Clemson currently
has the fastest track on the east
coast.
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TIGER RAGS
LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631

(803) 654-9500

50% to 75% OFF
Entire Stock of Junior & Misses Fashions

1st quality name brands (Tomboy, Bobbie Brooks, Fritzi and many others)

Basketball Blitz
Feb. 12—Clemson vs. UNC
"Silent Treatment''
Feb. 13—Clemson vs. Fla. A&M
Sherri Thrift
Feb. 15—Clemson vs. Maryland
Everybody Wear
Orange
A PERFECT HOUSE
FOR $68,500

CAMP COUNSELING—for those who love children. Sea Gull and
Seafarer are character- and health-development camps on the coast of
North Carolina serving children ages 7-16. Recruiting staff for sailing,
motorboating, aquatics, golf, tennis, riflery, archery, canoeing, basketball,
lacrosse, soccer, nature studies, arts and crafts, nursing, office, food
services and horseback riding (Seafarer only). Qualifications: interest in
children, ability to instruct one phase of the camps' programs and
excellent references. For further information write to Don Cheek,
Director, Camp Sea Gull (Boys) or to Judy Bright, Director, Camp
Seafarer (Girls), P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605.
Representatives will be at the
Placement Day
Feb. 10.

BALLOONS
for all occasions from

THE BALLOONERY
654-8026
Valentine's Day Feb. 14

THE ISLANDER

THE ISLANDER
of

PEACEFUL VALLEY
CLEMSON
Call Scott Newton, General Contractor
654-4339 or 654-4344

Place your orders early!
Getting something special (stuffed animal, candy, etc.)
for that special someone? Attach a helium-filled balloon to make it
EXTRA SPECIAL!
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Trail

continued from page 21
seats are going to be filled for an
ACC game, then there should be
no problem in allowing more
students seating in the lower sections—as John Madden would
say, put students "down where
the action is."

Recruiting news
As the signing date for high
school football players draws
near, talk has centered around

quarterback Tony Rice.
Once thought to be heavily
leaning toward spending his
Saturday afternoons in Death
Valley, Rice abruptly changed
his tune last week, denouncing
Clemson's recruiting techniques
and its attitude toward his
academic aspirations. Rice has
since narrowed his choices down
to Notre Dame and North
Carolina.

As if his condemnation of
Clemson wasn't enough, reports
this week center around harrassing letters Rice has received from
irate Tiger backers. Many of the
letters reported condemn Rice
for leaving his state to play football, while others accuse him of
accepting illegal favors from
Notre Dame.
Enough already. For months
all we've heard was how the

Tigers and Terps
seek big league win
by Mark Grahne
staff writer
The Tiger basketball team will
face the Maryland Terrapins in
their ninth Atlantic Coast
Conference game Saturday at
1:30 p.m.
The Terrapins, who are currently 11-10 overall and 1-6 in the
ACC, will host the Tigers in Cole
Field House, located on
Maryland's campus. The Terrapins, after being nationally
ranked at the beginning of the
season, have fallen out of the race
for a trip to the final four.
The Terrapins will host the
Tigers after suffering a loss at
Notre Dame Monday, 69-62.
Although the Terrapins played
well to keep the score tied at the
half, they seemed to lose some of
their momentum in the second
half.
"We played well the first half,
but in the second half we did not
and Notre Dame did," said
Maryland head coach Lefty
Driesell.
The Terrapins have seven
games left in the conference, including tomorrow's game and
one other against MarylandEastern Shore. "We are just go-

ing to try to finish off the
season," Driesell said.
The Tigers have lost their last
three gameSjJncluding the loss
against NC State, 73-69, last
Wednesday. The loss gave the
Tigers a 14-8 record overall and
a 2-6 record in the ACC.
Maryland will probably start
guards Keith Gatlin, who is
averaging 8.8 points per game
and has 120 assists, and Jeff
Baxter who has 8.4ppg and 65
assists.
At the forward position will be
Derrick Lewis, who has 8.2ppg
and is leading the team in
blocked shots with 42 and rebounds with 6.8 per game. The
other forward will be AilAmerican Lenny Bias. Bias is
presently leading the conference
with 23.1ppg and has 6.5 rebounds per game.
At center, Terry Long is the
likely starter with 3.2ppg,
although throughout the season
he has evenly shared this position with Carl Massenberg.
Bias is Maryland's strongest
player and if he is controlled, the
Tigers have a good chance of
coming away with their third
ACC victory.

TM

Tigers couldn't live without
Rice's name on their roster next
fall. How quickly they forget.
Just last year, all the attention
centered around yet another
highly tauted quarterback,
remember him? His name was
Rodney Williams. The year
before him, Randy Anderson.
Williams and Anderson both
came out of high school with impressive credentials including

the All-America honors, impressive Shrine Bowl appearances, and the wide-spread
recruitment which Rice now
posseses. But after just one
season each, the hunt is on to
find their replacement, someone
to step in and "rescue" a winning
tradition which is struggling
after two mediocre seasons.
How many seasons would Rice
have gotten to prove himself?

NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR I

!

ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER
The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master
Teacher Award, presented annually during May commencement to the outstanding
classroom teacher as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1,500, along with the recognition as the year's most outstanding
professor, represents the students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure
quality instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy
of such recognition. Nominations must be received by February 21, 1986, at 4:30 p.m.
To be eligible, a nominee must not be a current Alumni professor; he or she can
receive the award only once; and there is no restriction as to degree requirement or age.
Nominees must have been on the faculty for the three previous full academic years and
must spend 60 percent of their workload teaching undergraduate courses.
Simply complete the following application and mail your nomination to the Alumni
Center by campus mail.
Thanks for your help in selecting the 1986 Master Teacher recipient.
Tear and drop in the Campus Mail box located in the campus post office or return to the
Alumni Center.
NAME

DEPARTMENT

COMMENTS

AN EXCLUSIVE TRIP FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
prBSBnts

COIN-OP LAUNDRY

214 SENECA ROAD
654-9113

3HUM BREAK»FT. LAUPER DALE
FEATURING THE FAMOUS BAHAMA MOTEL

*The Total Difference In Laundry Facilities"

COIN SAVERS I COIN SAVERS [COIN SAVERS
WASH DRY & FOLD I
I 1st DRYING CYCLE
(Drop Off Service)
ONLY 49$ A LB.
REG. 60$
YOUR 10th ORDER
IS ALWAYS FREE
(Limit 25 Lbs.)

j DRAFT BEER-50C
| CAN BEER—65C

I
I
I
I

ID'S REQUIRED
VALID THRU
FEB. 28, 1986

I

FREE
WHEN USING OUR
FACILITIES FOR
WASHING.
VALID THRU
FEB. 28, 1986
(With Coupon)

SALE
$
CHAMOIS SHIRTS
1600
$ 00
FLANNEL SHIRTS
15
$ 00
WOOL PLAID SHIRTS .... 16
ALL SWEATERS
30% OFF
ALL WARM COATS SLASHED!

APPALACHIAN TRAIL

OUTFITTERS
ZII College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.
(803)65-4-1757

WE RENT: TENTS
BACKPACKS
SLEEPING BAGS
LANTERNS
STOVES
CANOES
&

SKIIS

Right on the beach * Right in the middle of the Strip
Driving Package
Without Transportation
Quad Occupancy
Full Package
With Transportation
Quad Occupancy

>*232

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:
• Seven nights accommodations at the exciting and well known Bahama
Motel located right in the middle of the strip at 401 North Atlantic (A1 A). This
motel is always the center of a lot of action'whether it's on the great pool
deck or in the Bahama Mama Lounge. Practically next door to the famous
Penrod's Nightclubs, this place is perfectly located. All rooms include air
conditioning and color TV.
• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury highway coaches to Ft
Lauderdale, Florida leaving Friday, March 14. Unlike others, we use the
newest style buses available.
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Tait makes most of unfamiliar situation
by David Brandes
assistant sport editor
Imagine being a world-class surgeon
but not being able to perform surgeryonly watching for a term of one year. Or
how about being a concert pianist, but not
being allowed to touch a single key for an
entire year.

Player
Profile
If you can relate to these situations,
then you should be able to understand the
frustrations Michael Tait has experienced
since transferring from Arizona last
January. Michael was required to complete a full year of school at Clemson
before he was eligible to play basketball
for the Tigers.
"It was really tough just to sit there
and watch the guys play when you know
you could contribute to the team,"
Michael said. "This was only the third
time I had to sit out in my life. I sat out
eighth and 10th grades, but not since I
graduated did I have to watch from the
sidelines."
Although Michael was ineligible to compete for the Tigers during official games,
he did practice with the team throughout
the year, learning the system and getting
to know the guys off the court. However,
because he couldn't play with the guys
under game situations, he wondered
whether they would accept him in a
leadership role.
"I was really wondering if the guys would
accept me as a leader and if they would
listen to me when it came game time,"
Michael said. "So far, I haven't had a real

opportunity to exhibit my leadership
abilities as much as I would like."
As far as leadership is concerned,
Michael is in the perfect spot to demonstrate exactly what he can do. Michael competes in one of the most pressure-packed
spots on the court—the point guard slot.
However, Michael seems to relish the
pressure instead of avoiding it.
"Playing point is really not as tough as
some people make it sound," Michael
said. "Playing guard is really exciting
because you can penetrate, pass, and
create exciting situations."
Michael has had a lot of experience at
creating exciting situations, despite his
lack of playing time at Clemson.
Michael's statistics as a freshman at
Arizona are impressive, as he started all
28 games, was named to the Pac-10 allfreshman squad, and was selected to compete on the U.S. National team that participated in the Jones Cup basketball
tournament in Taiwan.
"There were some big names such as
Brad Daugherty, Mark Alarie, and others
that went to Taiwan, so I got to compete
with some great talent," Michael said.
"The biggest difference between Arizona
and Clemson is the conferences. The
Pac-10 is a good conference, but they lack
the big men in the middle that the ACC
has. The ACC is probably the strongest
conference in the nation and should be so
for years to come. I was really looking forward to the opportunity to come here."
The basketball is not the only difference
between Clemson and Arizona. Arizona
has about 38,000 students and is located
in the city of Tucson, quite a lot bigger
than Clemson.
"The atmosphere at Clemson is a lot different than it was in Arizona," Michael said.
"There are not as many distractions here,
and there is just a smaller, closer type atmosphere. It is hard to compare the two

UICTORIH SQURRE
DOUNTOUN CLEHS0M
RCROSS FROM THE

8 ways to get a man
to ask you out again.

OFFICE 654-7844

MOVIE

1. When he mentions "The Bears,"
know they're from Chicago.
Z. Seem unimpressed when he tells
you he scored a hat trick in the third period.
3. Take his word for it when he tells
you that 1984 was a very good year for
Chardonnays.
4. Laugh at his jokes, even when he
forgets the punch lines.
5. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see
you reapply your lipstick.
6. Order something more exotic than
a white wine spritzer.
7. Compliment him on his taste
in colors, even if he arrives in jeans and
a T-shirt.
8. Tell him you'd ask him up for
a Suisse Mocha, but you only do that on
second dates.

INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

99$
$C

^ OVER 1300

EA. MOVIE

Overnight
OPEN
ION.-THURS. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
FRI.-SAT. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
SUNDAYS 1-6 p.m.

This Valentine's Day,
go all out
Go ahead, show that special
someone how much you
care by sending the FTD®
Hearts 'n' Flowers™ Bouquet.
A beautiful arrangement
in an impressive
eepsake caddy. It's
so easy. Just call
your FTD Florist.
Go ahead. Do
something really
exciting!

VALENTINE'S WEEK IS FEBRUARY 9-15.

Michael Tait
schools because they are so different."
Michael played his prep ball at Linwood
High in Los Angeles, Calif., which is an area
rich in basketball tradition and talent.
"There were so many good players in the
LA area that you could always find good
competition," Michael said. "I think being
from that type of area has really helped me
because I didn't have to go anywhere else to
find the best competition."
Not only did Michael not have far to go
to find competition, he rarely had to
worry about it running out.
' 'When I was young, we used to go to Linwood High and play basketball there. We
never seemed to get tired either, no matter
how long we played," Michael said.
"I'd be in three summer leagues and I'd
play a game at 8:00 in the morning, and
then travel across town to play another
after that. I felt like I could play 24 hours

a day."
But as important as basketball was to
Michael, his parents made sure it always
kept its proper place.
"It was not hard to realize that there
was more to life than basketball," Michael
said. "My parents made me realize that
getting an education was the most important thing and that if I did well in
basketball in college, that was just an
added benefit.
"My parents were behind me 100 percent
no matter if I was doing well, or if I was doing poorly," Michael said. "It didn't matter
if it was school or basketball; they always
had words of encouragement."
Another part of Michael's childhood
that had a large effect on his basketball
was his older brother.
"My older brother is a real good player,
probably better than I am," Michael said.
"He always got the attention in high
school because he was always the superstar. That got me a little jealous and it
made me work harder to become even a
better player."
After seeing little time early in the year,
Michael's playing time has gradually increased recently, highlighted by extended
action in the North Carolina game.
"We decided to go to a three-guard offense against Carolina, which means I got
to play an important role," Michael said.
"I think the three guards gives us a lot of
choices on offense and makes us more exciting."
"For the most part, I am satisfied with
the way I have been playing," said
Michael. "I need more consistency and I
have to start doing the things I do best.
My father always told me that the cream
will rise to the top. It might not be today,
or tomorrow, but some day it will definitely rise." For Michael, that someday
might just be around the corner.
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Jim Phillips: the man behind the voice
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
When the Clemson football or
basketball teams go on the road,
devoted Tiger fans try to follow.
For those who cannot make the
trip, however, all is not lost.
These fans can simply tune in to
the radio and follow the action as
it is announced by "The Voice of
the Tigers."
For 16 years Jim Phillips has
been the man behind the voice
that brings Tiger football and
basketball games to those who cannot attend the games in person.
Phillips was introduced to
broadcasting as a student at
Ashland College in Ohio.
"I was putting myself through
school and I was looking for a
job," said Phillips. "I got tired of
working in gas stations and
things like that."
One of the professors learned
of his delemma and helped him
get a weekend job at a local radio
station.
"I worked at the station
through the next semester, and I
decided I had had enough of college," he said. I decided to get
some on-the-job training and I've
been in radio and television ever
since."
Phillips continued to work fulltime at the radio station as a disc
jockey from 1952 to 1961. In
1961 he took a job with an
Alliance, Ohio, station as program director, morning man, and
sportscaster. There he began to
do play-by-play commentary for
high school and small college
games.
In 1966 Phillips moved on to
Kent State, where he did play-byplay until 1968 when an ad in a
magazine changed his life.
"I just saw an ad in Broadcasting Magazine that said
something to the effect that a
station in the southeastern

market was seeking a sports
director to do major college playby-play," he said. "I sent them a
resume and some tapes. In
March of 1968 I came down for a
personal interview, and I started
here in April of 1968."
And thus WFBC acquired
"The Voice of the Tigers."
Like most people, Phillips had
role models as he was moving up
the field.
"When I was a kid, Bill Stern
was probably the football announcer I listened to most,"
Phillips said. "In baseball I was
really influenced by Jimmy
Dudley, who did the Cleveland
Indians games near where I grew
up. My biggest influence came
from a sports announcer named
Ron Gordon.
"Ron and I got to be good
friends over the years. He gave
me a lot of tips that I would say
were worthwhile in as much as
they were on how to get along
with people."
Phillips has received and made
the most of much advice in his
career. He is now one of the bestknown sportscasters in this
region of the country. But many
Clemson fans fail to realize that
Phillips has other duties besides
Clemson sports.
Although Phillips denies being a workaholic, his schedule
would seem to suggest otherwise. His schedule begins in
September, when football season
begins. Jim rises at 4:14 a.m.
Monday through Friday and arrives at the studio at 5:15 to do
morning sports on both AM and
FM radio.
He leaves the studio at noon to
attend any press conferences
that are given that day. On
Fridays he travels to the site of
Clemson's game. He announces
the game on Saturday and tapes
The Danny Ford Show on Sunday.
When basketball season rolls

around, the routine remains the
same, but there is more travel.
Some nights Phillips gets in at
3:30 only to get dressed and go to
the studio at 5:15.
Following basketball season,
Phillips receives a break of sorts.
From April to September he announces the Greenville Braves'
baseball games. A great deal of
travel is involved, but there are
no morning shows to do this time
of year.
"I have a little trouble adjusting to my schedule," admits
Phillips. "I go from getting up
early in the morning to sleeping
late in the morning and getting
in late at night, but I wouldn't
trade it for anything."
And for good reason. Phillips
receives many benefits from his
hectic work, one of which is
travel.
"Since I've come to Clemson,
I've essentially seen half of the
world," Phillips said. "I've been
to Tokyo, Alaska, and Hawaii.
I've been to all but four states in
the continental United States
just as a result of traveling with
Clemson teams.
"That has been a learning experience, not going all the way
through college. I think practical
experience, travel, and meeting
people overcomes a lot of the
shortcomings of not finishing college."
Having worked on both television and raido, Phillips feels
there is a great difference in commentating the two.
"There is a vast difference in
radio and television play-byplay," said Phillips. "In radio, I
am in complete charge or describing and creating a scene for the
listener. On TV, the scene speaks
for itself and the announcer fills
in the void. I like the challenge of
radio play-by-play."
Part of the challenge of radio
play-by-play is recognizing the

SAVE NOW
NEW & WOW
SUBWAY
STEAK&CHEESE
'

Jim Phillips
players. Phillips has developed a
technique for doing that.
"You look for a knee brace on a
kid's leg or maybe wristbands on
another. With disseminating
features like that, put numbers
on them, and basketball is
relatively easy.
"Football is a little more difficult, but I have a greater support cast. I have two commentators and two spotters who are
my eyes. The spotters show me
who hit whom."
One of the things that made
those games memorable to
Phillips is the crowd participation and intensity in each.
"The greatest asset a play-byplay announcer can have is a

Sirloin makes it better. Subway's Steak & Cheese is a hot delicious
taste treat. Tender Sirloin, milky American cheese, onions and
peppers. Plus you can add tomatoes, olives, pickles,
lettuce and more. (No charge for fixin s.) Try this great
new sandwich and save.
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101 College Avenue
654-1432
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great crowd," said Phillips.
"Students here at Clemson have
great enthusiasm. You love to
get out and support your teams,
you love to get out and party,
you love to have preseason
parades, and you love to get an
education.
"I know there are a lot of fans
out there who pay a lot of money
to IPTAY for the right to be
here, but in my opinion the first
priority for sports here at Clemson should be the students.
"I think students should have
the best seat in the house, but in
the same respect I can see the
University's stand on that. I
don't necessarily agree, but I
understand."
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